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The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m., in

11

Room 210, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Paul Ryan,
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[Chairman of the Committee] presiding.

13

Present: Representatives Ryan, Garrett, Price, Stutzman,

14

Black, Ribble, Flores, Huelskamp, Amash, Woodall, Schwartz,
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Doggett, Blumenauer, Yarmuth, Pascrell, Wasserman Schultz,
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Tonko, Bass.
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Chairman Ryan.
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Welcome all to this very important

19

hearing.

20

can be done to avoid a debt-fueled economic collapse in this

21

country.

22

Congressional Budget Office.

23

professionalism and your hard work and those of our associates

24

at CBO, and for appearing before our committee yet again today.

25

The purpose of our hearing today is to discuss what

Our witness today is Doug Elmendorf, Director of the
I want to thank you Doug for your

Yesterday the CBO released its long-term budget outlook.

26

This report throws harsh light on the challenges we face and

27

it sounds an alarm that too many in Washington have been

28

ignoring for far too long.

29

across a dangerous tipping point this year.

30

CBO, total U.S. debt 100 percent of GDP.

31

eclipsed the size of our entire economy.

32

The federal government will race
According to

Our debt will have

Economists who have studied sovereign debt tell us that

33

letting total debt rise above 90 percent of GDP creates a

34

drag on economic growth and intensifies the risk of a debt-

35

fueled economic crisis.

36

increasing likelihood of this crisis and the report states,

37

“Such a crisis would confront policy makers with extremely

38

difficult choices and probably have a very significant

39

negative impact on the country.”

40

The CBO is candid about the

This quote demonstrates CBO’s flair for the

41

understatement.

42

catastrophe for this country.

A sudden fiscal crisis would be a complete
Families and businesses would
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43

bear the full brunt of the painful consequences.

44

nation ultimately experienced a panic run on its debt, policy

45

makers would be forced to make immediate and painful fiscal

46

adjustments, like the Austerity Programs that have stoked the

47

riots in Greece.

48

working families and steep benefit cuts that hit our most

49

vulnerable citizens the hardest.

50

If the

This would mean massive tax increases on

The CBO is a non-partisan agency, so it does not take a

51

position on what would be required to prevent this crisis;

52

but we can draw our own conclusions on the evidence in this

53

report.

54

exploding government spending. not insufficient revenue, is

55

driving us toward this crisis point.

For one thing, this report makes clear that

56

If we simply keep revenues at their historic revenue, or

57

average as a share of GDP, then government spending driven by

58

an aging population and rising health care cost would cause

59

federal debt to grow to unsustainable levels.

60

makes it clear that Medicare and government health care

61

programs are driving the debt; and driving these programs

62

themselves into bankruptcy.

63

these programs threatens both the health security and

64

economic security of the American people.

65

ever higher spending with ever a higher taxes, the CBO is

66

very clear about the consequences.

67

will be 2 percent lower in 2035 than it would be otherwise.

Yet again CBO

Attacking solutions to save

If we try to chase

It estimates that GNP
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That number represents hundreds of billions in dollars of

69

lost income for American families and businesses on top of

70

much higher taxes they would have to pay.

71

4

The House Republicans have passed a budget, the Path of

72

Prosperity; which answers CBO’s warnings and averts the

73

crisis before us.

74

explosive growth in spending.

75

like Medicare and puts our budget on a path to balance

76

without resorting to job destroying tax hikes.

77

the president has not put forward a credible plan; a credible

78

budget and it is been 785 days, let me say that again, it has

79

been 785 days since the Senate passed any budget at all.

80

We have a leadership deficit in Washington, and our

The House passed budget tackles the
It saves critical programs

Meanwhile,

81

window for solutions is closing quickly.

82

out CBO and others who are working to inform us of this

83

danger, let’s work together now before it is too late to put

84

America’s budget on a sustainable path, grow the economy, and

85

leave the next generation with a better country than the one

86

we inherited.

87
88
89

90

Instead of tuning

Thank you, and with that I would like to yield to Vice
Ranking Member, Ms. Schwartz.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Paul Ryan follows:]

********** COMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Thank you Mr. Chairman, and I look

92

forward to this hearing, and not because it will be easy to

93

hear or because it is new, but because it is a reality of

94

what our nation is facing and demands our attention.

95

want to say that Ranking Member Mr. Van Hollen is at the

96

White House.

97

here, but he is working, of course, with the vice president,

98

the White House, the Senate and the Republicans here in the

99

House on the issue of the debt ceiling, which I know we may

I did

He apologizes to Dr. Elmendorf for not being

100

talk some more about and see if they cannot come to some

101

agreement about a balanced approach of spending cuts and

102

revenue increases to be able to move forward.

103

We do not know.

104

We will see.

We will see.

I appreciate the opportunity to just make a few comments

105

about where we stand, what we will hear today and about how

106

we move forward.

107

For me, and I think many of you know this, I have been

108

on the Budget Committee for some time; the federal budget is

109

a statement of our priorities and our values as a nation.

110

is about three things: it is about being fiscally responsible

111

and reducing our debt; meeting our obligations to our

112

seniors, our families, and our future; and making target

113

investments to grow our economy.

114

a strong financial footing we need a balanced approach, and

It

To put our country back on
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115

that includes spending cuts from every aspect of the budget,

116

smart investments to ensure our economic competitiveness, and

117

fair tax reform that will increase revenue.

We do not need

118

just political rhetoric or strict ideology.

Everything must

119

be on the table and compromise is critical; finding that

120

common ground is very important.

121

Democrats are committed to deficit reduction.

I feel

122

like I should repeat that, but Democrats are committed to

123

deficit reduction.

124

need for action.

125

deficit, because we must; it is how?

126

The CBO’s fiscal outlook reinforces the

The question is not, if we reduce the

We need to reduce the deficit, reach primary balance,

127

and begin to repay our debt; and to do so we must do so in a

128

way that does not endanger our current, fragile economic

129

recovery.

130

levels of debt, higher interest payments on that debt,

131

drastic tax increases, severe reductions in spending, and

132

economic stagnation or worse.

133

The consequences of inaction are clear; higher

CBO forecast has surged in the public debt this year

134

that will rise to 69 percent of GDP by the end of fiscal year

135

2011.

136

economic recession we have just been through and our

137

necessary response to it, as well as reduced revenues from

138

the Bush tax cuts and increased costs two unfinanced wars and

139

unpaid-for spending in Medicare Part D.

This short-term deficit was made worse by the deep
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In the long-term, the deficit is made worse by dramatic

141

changes in demographics in this country; I believe the CBO is

142

going to point this out in particular.

143

aging 50 million more Americans over 65 years in the next

144

decade.

145

one, to two to one in the next 40 years, meaning fewer wage

146

earners to support cost of government and the cost of

147

retirees.

148

Our population is

The ratio of workers to retirees moved from three to

Debt is projected by CBO to rise to 84 percent or as

149

much as 187 percent of GDP by 2035.

150

unsustainable.

151

is absolutely necessary.

152

Erskine Bowles-Alan Simpson Commission, as it is referred to,

153

and the Bipartisan Policy Center, the Domenici-Rivlin which

154

it is often referred to, both strongly acknowledge the need

155

to do both cutting spending and raising revenue.

156

Democrats' proposed budget for fiscal 2012 tackles the

157

deficit responsibly by both spending cuts and revenue

158

increases.

159

duplicative spending, fraud, waste, and abuse; streamlining

160

government to make it more efficient; and eliminating or

161

reducing programs that do not work while protecting those

162

that are vital to the nation.

163

of health care reform to save $1.2 trillion in health costs

164

over 20 years; and it increases revenue by ending tax cuts

This is simply

A long-term balanced deficit reduction plan
The president’s Fiscal Commission,

And the

These include reductions from elimination of

It includes the implementation
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for the very wealthiest Americans, saving $800 billion over

166

the years; and ending corporate tax breaks the bring in

167

billions more.

168

8

And the Democratic budget makes smart, strategic

169

investments in education, innovation, infrastructure, and

170

research and development; which will strengthen our economic

171

competitiveness and promote private sector job growth and

172

expand our economy.

173

approach and it is a clear contrast to the Republican budget.

174

The Republican budget takes a sledgehammer to non-

175

defense discretionary spending with careless cuts that do not

176

acknowledge the impact on Americans or our recovering

177

economy.

178

highway expansion; it undermines education and scientific

179

research; and reduces our best hopes for a future prosperity.

180

This is balanced, fair and responsible

The Republican budget jeopardizes food safety,

Second, the Republican budget ignores defense spending.

181

It is imperative that we meet our commitment to our troops,

182

our military preparedness, and our security as a nation, but

183

the growth in DOD spending has got to be taken into account.

184

It is after all 20 percent of our spending.

185

between fiscal year 2008 and fiscal year 2012 we will spend

186

more on defense than any period in the last 60 years.

187

includes the Reagan Cold War build-up in the 1980s, Viet Nam

188

and Korea Wars.

189

more efficient, so must the Department of Defense.

In the years

This

As we ask our government agencies to become
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Third, the Republican budget undermines our promise to

191

America’s seniors.

192

will end Medicare for seniors.

193

turning Medicare into a voucher program; it will simply shift

194

that burden on to our seniors, and again, I believe we will

195

talk more about that as we go along.

196

Republican plan will actually increase the costs of seniors’

197

health care, and that increase will be an increase borne by

198

individual seniors not by all of us.

Make no mistake; the Republican budget
It will not reduce costs by

The fact is that a

199

CBO estimates the Republican budget will cost a 65-year-

200

old an additional $6,000 in out-of-pocket costs, and by 2030,

201

it could be as high as $12,000.

202

their assault on health reform, the cost burden for seniors

203

will not only increase, but it will also reduce coverage and

204

benefits.

205

seniors and disabled in America is wrong.

206

morally reprehensible, it is fiscally irresponsible.

And if Republicans continue

Going back on the promise that we made to our
It is not only

207

Finally, fifth, our Republican colleagues refuse to

208

address the need to raise revenue, which is essential to

209

balancing our budget.

210

spending, we must also cut special tax provisions that add to

211

our deficit.

212

deficit annually.

213

breaks for the few.

214

Five” oil companies made $1 trillion in profits in the past

Just as we cut unnecessary federal

Tax expenditures add over $1 trillion to our
Yet, Republicans continue to protect tax
And I will just mention two:

the “Big
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215

10 years.

216

profitable years ever, even as the gas price at the pump goes

217

up for all of us.

218

protect billions of dollars in tax breaks every year, for the

219

“Big Five” oil and gas companies.

220

save taxpayers billions.

221

of deficit-financed Bush tax cuts and expect our fiscal

222

outlook to change for the better.

223

the solution, plain and simple.

224

They are on pace in 2011 to have their most

Yet, the Republican budget continues to

We should stop this and

We cannot afford another 10 years

Revenues must be a part of

We need sensible, reasonable, and strategic solutions to

225

our nation’s budget challenges.

226

Republican budget takes one-sided approach.

227

balanced approach that meets our commitments as our nation,

228

which is fiscally responsible and will strengthen our economy

229

in the short and the long term.

230

testimony and the questions and answers.

231

232

It is clear that the House
We need a

And I look forward to your

[The prepared statement of Allyson Schwartz follows:]

********** COMMITTEE INSERT **********
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I will just say that we see it a

little differently, but Dr. Elmendorf, the time is yours.
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BUDGET OFFICE
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Mr. Elmendorf.
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Thank you Mr. Chairman and Congresswoman

239

Schwartz.

240

budget outlook of the United States is daunting, both during

241

the next decade and over the longer term.

242

recovers from the severe recession and the policies adopted

243

in response, and as the recession phases out, budget deficits

244

will decline markedly in the next few years.

245

retirement of the Baby Boom Generation portends a significant

246

and sustained increase in the share of the population

247

eligible for Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid

248

benefits.

249

probably continue rising faster than spending and other goods

250

and services.

251

To you and all the members of the committee, the

As the economy

However, the

Moreover, per capita spending for health care will

In addition, the recession and accompanying policies are

252

leaving a legacy of greatly increased government debt.

253

Between the end of fiscal year 2008 and the end of the

254

current fiscal year, debt held by the public will surge from

255

roughly 40 percent of GDP, close to its 40 year average, to

256

nearly 70 percent of GDP: the highest since shortly after

257

World War II.

258

aging population and rising health care costs from a

259

significantly worse starting point than was envisioned just a

Therefore, we face the budget pressures of an
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260

few years ago.

261

under two scenarios that embodied different assumptions about

262

future policies.

263

about future economic conditions, demographic trends, and

264

other factors, we think that the broad implications of our

265

analysis would be the same under reasonable alternative

266

assumptions.

267

CBO analyzed the long-term budget outlook

Although there are great uncertainties

Here are our findings: Under one scenario, our extended

268

baseline scenario, debt held by the public would increase

269

slowly from its already high level relative to GDP, reaching

270

about 85 percent by 2035.

271

current law; it can be summarized in three broad categories.

That scenario adheres closely to

272

First, spending on the major health care programs and

273

Social Security is projected to grow substantially from 10

274

percent of GDP today to 15 percent 25 years from now.

275

of that increase will be for spending on the major health

276

care programs: Medicare, Medicaid, CHIP, and subsidies to be

277

provided through insurance exchanges; which would grow from

278

less than six percent of GDP today to nine percent in 2035.

279

Spending on Social Security is also projected to rise but

280

much less sharply.

Most

281

Second, in this scenario, given the assumptions that

282

underlie our baseline projections, government spending on

283

everything, other than interest payments on the debt and the

284

programs I have just mentioned, this includes National
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285

Defense and a wide array of domestic programs, that category

286

of spending would decline to the lowest share of GDP since

287

before the Second World War.

288

And third in this scenario, exploration of the tax cuts

289

enacted since 2001, the growing reach of the alternative

290

minimum tax, the tax provisions of last year’s health care

291

legislation, and the way in which the tax system interacts

292

with economic growth, would all result in steadily higher

293

revenues.

294

much higher than has been seen in the past.

295

increase in revenues and decrease in the relative amount of

296

other spending would offset much, though not all, of the rise

297

in spending on health care programs and Social Security.

298

even with revenues at historically high levels, debt would

299

continue to rise.

300

Revenues would reach 23 percent of GDP by 2035,
That significant

So

However, the budget outlook is much bleaker than that

301

under an alternative fiscal scenario, in which federal debt

302

would grow much more rapidly, exceeding 100 percent of GDP by

303

2021 and approaching 190 percent by 2035.

304

which more closely approximates current policies incorporates

305

several changes to current law that are widely expected to

306

occur or that would modify some provisions of law that might

307

be difficult to sustain for a long period.

308
309

That scenario,

Most important are the assumptions about revenues, under
this scenario we assume that the tax cuts enacted since 2001
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310

will be extended, that the reach of the alternative minimum

311

tax will be restrained, and that over the long run tax law

312

will evolve further so that revenues remain near their

313

historical average of 18 percent of GDP.

314

incorporates assumptions about Medicare’s payment rates for

315

physicians, that they will remain at current levels rather

316

than declining by a third at the end of this year as under

317

current law, and that some policies enacted last year to

318

restrain growth in health care spending by the federal

319

government will not continue in effect after 2021.

320

This scenario also

In addition, the alternative scenario includes an

321

assumption that spending on all other activities will not

322

fall quite as low as under the extended baseline scenario;

323

although it will still fall close to its lowest level in the

324

entire post-war period.

325

It is important to note further that these projections

326

do not incorporate the harmful effects that rising debt would

327

have on economic growth and on interest rates.

328

economic feedbacks as we do in the second chapter of the

329

report, debt under this alternative scenario would be well

330

over 200 percent of GDP in 2035, if such a thing could come

331

to pass.

332

Incorporating

The implications of this analysis are clear, there is a

333

substantial mismatch between what the government would have

334

to spend to maintain existing programs in their current form
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335

and the revenues that tax payers are accustomed to providing.

336

To keep deficits in debt from climbing to unsustainable

337

levels, policy makers will need to increase revenues

338

substantially as a percentage of GDP, decrease spending

339

significantly from projected levels, or adopt some

340

combination of those two approaches.

341

while economic activity and employment remain well below

342

their potential levels would probably slow the economic

343

recovery.

344

and spending policies are agreed upon, and the sooner they

345

are carried out once the economy recovers, the smaller will

346

be the damage to the economy from growing federal debt.

347

Thank you.

348

349

Making such changes

However, the sooner that long-term changes to tax

[The prepared statement of Douglas Elmendorf follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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I have some

351

questions regarding your analysis of the House Republican

352

budget Medicare Premium Support Plan that I want to get into,

353

and then a little bit about the OMB budget, the president’s

354

budget; and then I will let my colleagues get into the actual

355

report here.

356

In that analysis you show a significant gap between the

357

costs patients would have absorbed under premium support

358

compared to traditional Medicare, Ms. Schwartz went into this

359

a little bit.

360

continuing to operate well beyond 2020 when the program’s

361

trust fund becomes insolvent.

362

before today, it says, “Once the hospital insurance trust

363

fund is exhausted the centers for Medicaid and Medicare

364

services will no longer have the legal authority to pay

365

health plans and providers.”

366

Your analysis shows traditional Medicare

At the same time you report,

In a separate analysis you warned, “A growing level of

367

federal debt would also increase the probability of a sudden

368

fiscal crisis.”

369

confirmed in a hearing that Medicare as we know it ends in

370

2023, and that is a quote.

371

questions on this part.

372

Yesterday the trustees in Ways and Means

So I have got three basic

If Medicare’s trust funds are empty and paying for

373

Medicare’s unfunded promises requires tens of trillions of

374

dollars to be transferred from general revenue, where will
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375

these funds come from number one?

376

Medicare be financed amidst a fiscal crisis?

377

plausible that Medicare could continue to provide current

378

benefits indefinitely, as your analysis assumes, in comparing

379

it to our premium support plan?

380

Mr. Elmendorf.

Number two, how would
And is it

So on the first question Mr. Chairman,

381

if the trust fund runs out of money then the only way that

382

benefits will be continued at the level specified in current

383

law is if general revenue were used for that purpose, and

384

that revenue can only come from higher taxes or lower

385

spending in other programs.

386

Chairman Ryan.

Or more borrowing?

387

Mr. Elmendorf.

Or additional borrowing and that leads

388

to the second part of your question, which is what happens in

389

a fiscal crisis if the government becomes unable to borrow at

390

affordable rates, as we have seen some other countries end up

391

in that position.

392

stark changes in the whole range of government spending

393

programs.

Then there would probably need to be very

394

Chairman Ryan.

In the immediate term at the time.

395

Mr. Elmendorf.

Right away, when that situation arises.

396

If the government cannot turn to capital markets to obtain

397

the funds that it needs and it tries to then balance the

398

budget almost literally overnight, then the disruption to the

399

federal government’s policies and to the economy and society
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401

Chairman Ryan.

So this is unsustainable?

402

Mr. Elmendorf.

The path that the budget is on at our

403
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current policies is most definitely unsustainable.

404

Chairman Ryan.

And the Medicare baseline itself?

405

Mr. Elmendorf.

So, Medicare, the part A of Medicare,

406

funded through the trust fund is on an unsustainable path,

407

and in our own projections the fund is actually exhausted in

408

2020, a few years earlier than the actuaries.

409

Chairman Ryan.

Okay.

So, let’s get down to the

410

providers side of this.

411

the Health Subcommittee for a long time, and have gone

412

through a lot of provider issues.

413

both parties have been working on this, Medicare is starting

414

to control costs by paying providers less than private plans?

I have been on Ways and Means, on

Historically Medicare, and

415

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes.

416

Chairman Ryan.

The president’s health care Law cut

417

providers by $500 billion, not to advance Medicare’s solvency

418

but to fund another open-ended entitlement program.

419

of that, physicians are set to be cut by an additional 29.4

420

percent of this January, I believe it is 29.4.

On top

421

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes.

422

Chairman Ryan.

Do your projections assume providers

423

will continue to accept Medicare patients at the same rate

424

that they do now under the traditional program?

Because
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425

let’s remember, Medicare already pays providers 80 percent of

426

what they will receive in the private market.

427

will fall to about 40 percent.

428

providers will continue to accept Medicare patients at the

429

same rate they do now under the traditional program?

430

does your analysis assume, despite the additional provider

431

cuts coming in current law, that this will have no effect on

432

the quality or access of care?

433

Mr. Elmendorf.

By 2030, this

So do your projections assume

And

The way I would put it Mr. Chairman, is

434

that we do not model the behavior of physicians.

435

model the access to care or quality of care.

We do not

436

Chairman Ryan.

So you assume it stays on as is?

437

Mr. Elmendorf.

And that is the point that we noted in

438

the letter analyzing your proposal.

439

tool kit, and a gap that we are trying to fill.

440

current circumstances we do not model, either in the regular

441

baseline projections or in our analysis of last year’s health

442

legislation or your proposal, the effects that might happen

443

under current law or alternatives.

444

Chairman Ryan.

That is a gap in our
Under the

So therein lies the issue here.

Your

445

analysis effectively assumes that no matter how much the

446

government pays providers for health care services, providers

447

will continue to deliver the same quality care and access.

448

That is the gap you talk about.

449

that the imposition of price control has actually reduced

While you accept the premise
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450

costs, strikes me that your analysis does not appear to take

451

into account that choice and competition, despite working

452

nearly every [inaudible] in our economy, and even within

453

Medicare where applied, will put downward pressure on health

454

inflation.

455

Is the takeaway here the only way to get a grip on

456

skyrocketing health care costs, is through strict price

457

controls and heavy government rationing?

458

to conclude from all of this?

459

Mr. Elmendorf.

Is that what we are

No, I do not think that is a fair

460

interpretation of our analysis Mr. Chairman.

461

out yourself, Medicare pays less to providers today than

462

private insurers pay.

463

to how much lower payments can go in Medicare relative to

464

private insurers without hindering the access to care or

465

quality of care to Medicare beneficiaries in an important

466

way.

467

Chairman Ryan.

So it is, I think, an open question as

But in your analysis you just do not

468

feel like you have the toolkit to model that?

469

you are saying?

470

Mr. Elmendorf.

As you pointed

Is that what

We do not have the toolkit to model

471

that.

472

effects of competition in the current private insurance

473

market in accessing the gap today between the cost in

474

Medicare and the cost of treating a similar patient we

We also noted in our letter that we do include the
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475

estimate outside of Medicare.

476

incorporate any effects of competition that might arise over

477

time from the additional price pressures that are built into

478

your proposal and from the additional flexibility that the

479

insurers have relative through traditional Medicare to adjust

480

the way that the insurance [inaudible].

481

Chairman Ryan.

Okay.

But we do not in the analysis

So to be clear on that point,

482

Medicare Part D which is something we have looked at, has

483

come in at 40 percent below cost projections, now while those

484

savings can be attributed to lower than expected enrollment,

485

CMS calculated that nearly 85 percent of the program savings

486

were, “A direct result of competition and significantly lower

487

Part D plan bids.”

488

amendment in Ways and Means to lock the premiums up at a rate

489

that would be about 25 percent higher than they actually are

490

today.

491

of reforms.

492

approved coverage options.

493

I mean the premium; I remember we had an

The reforms on our budget are modeled on these kinds
Seniors choose from a set of guaranteed Medicare

So when analyzing projected costs under the House passed

494

budget, did you take into account the effect that choice and

495

competition would have on the growth rate of health care

496

cost?

497

health services at the same rate they do now?

498

I got out of what you just said, is that you are not really

499

gleaning those kinds of lessons from the experience we have

And do you assume people will continue to utilize
Meaning, what
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So we are not applying any additional

502

effects of competition on this growth rate over time, in our

503

analysis of your proposal; and we do not have again the

504

tools, the analysis that we would need to do a quantitative

505

evaluation of the importance of those factors.

506

interpreting the Part D evidence, and interpreting other

507

evidence in the world is complicated.

508

I think

At the time of the Part D estimate, that we made which

509

was above the ultimate cost, prescription drugs spending

510

throughout our health care system was rising very rapidly.

511

We expected it to slow.

512

throughout the health care system than we had anticipated at

513

the time.

514

health care system wide phenomenon.

515

was passed through to Medicare Part D, in a way that it is

516

different that it would have been under an alternative

517

structure for Part D, is a more subtle analytic question.

518

And if one looks at other examples where one tries to compare

519

more traditional health care programs to systems where there

520

is competition among private insurers, the comparisons are

521

not so straight forward.

522

report, there are periods of history when costs in the public

523

programs are growing faster than costs in the private

524

insurance, and there are periods where the opposite can be

It slowed much more abruptly

Part D shared in that slowdown.

That is, again, a

The extent to which that

There are, as we show on our
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seen.

526

If one looks at the FEHBs, the Federal Employees Health

527

Benefit Program, premiums in that program have risen fairly

528

rapidly along with premiums in the rest of the health care

529

system, roughly, despite the competition that occurs there.

530

But interpreting this evidence is tricky.

We have a

531

public health care programs that have evolved over time with

532

a lot of policy changes.

533

set of policies.

534

has been affected by developments in the public health care

535

system, that is affected by the tax treatment of employer

536

sponsored health insurance.

537

purely private system either.

538

but this is a long project for us, is to glean the lessons

539

from these different parts of our historical experience to

540

try to address the central policy issue you raise, which is

541

the power of a public’s defined benefit health care system

542

versus a system where the government makes defined

543

contribution the competing private insurers try to give you

544

some more analytic reporting.

545

It is not a clean run of a certain

We have a private health care system that

Chairman Ryan.

So it is not a clean run of a
So what we are trying to do,

And that is what I want to encourage to

546

you.

547

such great work, but if we stick with the analytical tool we

548

have, or the lack of tools we have, then the only conclusion

549

is price controls.

Look you guys, and Joyce’s whole shop over there does

And I think economic evidence throughout
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550

history shows us what happens there.

551

some work to do to really analyze this; any plan, put ours

552

aside for the moment, any plan who addresses fiscal crisis

553

obviously must address health care programs.

So, I think we have got

554

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes.

555

Chairman Ryan.

And health inflation, and measuring any

556

of these plans against what is really a fiscal fantasy, which

557

you are acknowledging, an unsustainable trajectory is really

558

not an accurate measurement or comparison, because it is

559

comparing some plan against a future which we now know cannot

560

continue.

561

And so, I think we all have to do more work to try and

562

figure out how to really truly address these issues.

563

leave it at that because I wanted to get into the budget only

564

to say we got your reanalysis of the president’s budget.

565

will not go back into that, but the president gave a speech

566

on April 13, where he outlined a new budget framework that

567

claims $4 trillion in deficit reduction over 12 years.

568

you estimated the budget impact of this framework?

569

Mr. Elmendorf.

No, Mr. Chairman.

I will

I

Have

We do not estimate

570

speeches; we need much more specificity than was provided in

571

that speech for us to do our analysis.

572
573
574

Chairman Ryan.

All right.

I will leave it at that.

Ms. Schwartz.
Ms. Schwartz.

Thank you.

Let me also take a slightly
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575

different approach, obviously, on Medicare.

576

are concerned about this long-term fiscal health of Medicare,

577

it is one of the reasons we passed a law last year in order

578

to use every idea that exists out there for containing costs,

579

and insuring quality and access for seniors.

580

at some of this and have acknowledged that while it may be

581

difficult to quantify all of the cost savings that exist, you

582

acknowledge that there are cost savings.

583

and the Medicare trustees have talked about that at a minimum

584

it is going to save money over the long run, what we did in

585

the Affordable Care Act; and it does extend the fiscal health

586

of the trust fund for a number of years.

587

better than that if much of the work that is being done in

588

payment and delivery system reform to reduce unnecessary

589

tests and duplication and waste as well as to coordinate care

590

and improve, again, the efficiencies in the health care

591

system.

592

It is actually changing the way we do this so the debate does

593

not become, simply, how much do we reimburse doctors,

594

particularly relative to the private sector.

595

just say yes or no that that is true?

596

One is that we

You have looked

I think both you

It could do even

It is not just about future service reimbursements.

Mr. Elmendorf.

So, can you

Yes, there were important changes made

597

in the structure of Medicare’s payments to providers, a whole

598

collection of changes and experiments in last year’s

599

legislation.

I would note that some people were frustrated
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600

at our analysis of that, quite comparably to the Chairman’s

601

frustration at our analysis of this year’s proposal from him,

602

that we do not have the tools, perhaps, to capture the full

603

effects of certain changes and we are working in that area as

604

well to build a stronger toolkit to provide you with better

605

information.

606

Ms. Schwartz.

But I do appreciate as some of these

607

regulations come out that CBO has been able to respond and

608

say this is what we believe, whether it is ACOs can save

609

hundreds of billions, or some of the other actions we are

610

taking in patients and medical homes or pay for performance

611

for hospitals, that actually has a cost savings that you have

612

been able to analyze.

613

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes, so we certainly have estimated some

614

savings and, again, I think that for some of the more unusual

615

experiments, we are struggling ourselves with developing

616

tools that could enable us to provide even better analysis of

617

them.

618

Ms. Schwartz.

That is right.

I just want to make it

619

very clear of course, that what we did in the Affordable Care

620

Act was to set out a path, and this is a path, it is not

621

going to happen in 10 minutes; it is a path for us to be on

622

to get better value for our dollars and to assure access to

623

the highest quality care for our seniors and the benefits

624

they might have.
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625

I do want to focus on the other piece of what we are

626

talking about in Medicare, in particularly the Republican

627

proposal for as they call it a “premium support voucher.”

628

Well they do not call it voucher, it's “premium support,”

629

which is basically the same thing.

630
631
632

Chairman Ryan.

Would you like to yield on that?

29

I am

happy to go into this if you want to.
Ms. Schwartz.

No, it is fine.

No I completely

633

understand how you would equate it to the federal employees

634

and to the Congress.

635
636
637

Chairman Ryan.

There is a difference between “premium

support” and vouchers and CBO is very clear about that.
Ms. Schwartz.

I am sure he will answer then.

Let me

638

ask the question; one of the things that seems clear, and I

639

think is understood, and I wanted you to clarify this, is

640

that if we are going to give seniors a certain amount of

641

money, a capped amount in order for them to be able to go and

642

buy private insurance in the marketplace, as costs rise who

643

pays for the additional costs?

644

about this, both initially and over time, so could you just

645

answer that question?

646

Mr. Elmendorf.

You have been very clear

In a defined contribution system where

647

the government’s contributions are set as under Chairman

648

Ryan’s proposal, then whatever extra amount private citizens

649

need to pay to obtain the services, they would pay
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themselves.
Ms. Schwartz.

Right.

Have you estimated about how much

that would be for the average senior?
Mr. Elmendorf.

What we have showed in our letter

654

analyzing the plan was the effects for a typical 65-year-old

655

buying a standardized health insurance benefit, and we

656

estimated that in 2022 for example, under the baseline

657

scenario a 65-year-old would pay 27 percent of the cost of

658

this standardized benefit.

659

pay 61 percent of the cost of that benefit.

660

Ms. Schwartz.

Under the proposals seniors would

Can you give a number about what that is?

661

I have read that it is about $6,000 that the average senior,

662

a 65-year-old would expect to pay and it could go up as much

663

as $12,000 over time.

664

Mr. Elmendorf.

So I do not have a dollar figure and I

665

am told by my colleague that we did not provide a dollar

666

figure.

667

Ms. Schwartz.

The point I am making here of course is

668

that the Republican proposal that is been voted on and

669

supported by just about every Republican in the House, does

670

shift the burden of additional costs to the seniors, to

671

individual seniors.

672

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes, by our estimates it shifts a good

673

deal of additional burden and also shifts risk regarding the

674

ultimate costs.
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So the notion that seniors will

676

be able to get the same benefits, and would be able to buy it

677

all depends on whether they have an extra $6,000 or $12,000 a

678

year to pay for them?

679

their choice.

680

choice, we see it as if you cannot afford it, it is not much

681

of a choice.

682

Or whatever it might cost.

It is

And I understand Republicans see it as this

Mr. Elmendorf.

So their ability to buy that package of

683

benefits depends on the resources they have available and, of

684

course, on our estimates being correct as well about those

685

costs.

686

Ms. Schwartz.

That is right.

The other point I want to

687

make and I think you have made this as well, is that if we

688

are all concerned, and we are, and I think you just had this

689

dialogue with Mr. Ryan about how we contain the rising growth

690

in costs.

691

public programs and private insurers, it is one of the paths

692

we are trying to move on health reform:

693

get better value, and contain the rising costs.

694

in my district, nationally, and individual families have seen

695

a 100 percent increase in premiums; and it is double digit

696

increases every year over the decade, it is been double what

697

you pay for health premiums.

698

Republican proposal, they are no cost containment built in

699

except for the individual senior not being able to afford to

Is it a responsibility that they can be shared by

How do we actually
Businesses

Under the Ryan proposal, the
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700

buy the insurance.

701

moves the system to improve quality, reduce costs over time,

702

and eliminate wastes.

703

that about the costs, and containment piece the lies in the

704

private sector to do it through what people can afford to

705

buy?

706

Mr. Elmendorf.

But there is not anything that actually

Is that correct?

Can you speak to

So let me make two observations.

The

707

first is that as I understand the Chairman’s proposal,

708

traditional Medicare would continue roughly along the lines

709

in current law, and because people only move into this new

710

system, as they turn 65 under this proposal, a good deal of

711

the patients in Medicare, and an even larger share of the

712

spending in Medicare remains in the traditional Medicare

713

system, for decades to come.

714

Ms. Schwartz.

Yes, well, if they move 65-year-olds

715

would be in a very different system, they would not be in, if

716

you want to call it traditional Medicare, anymore after a

717

certain point. It would go side by side for a while.

718

Mr. Elmendorf.

I am just saying that for the next 20

719

years, by 2030 even, more than half of Medicare beneficiaries

720

are still receiving traditional Medicare; 45 percent are

721

receiving the premium support payments, so it is a gradual

722

transition and the programs, and again as I understand the

723

proposal, the programs in place in traditional Medicare would

724

remain.

The second observation is that the proposal, rather
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725

than directing specific sorts of experiments on changes as

726

was done in last year’s health legislation, would rely on the

727

price pressure affecting competing private insurers to rely

728

on them for those steps instead.

729

Ms. Schwartz.

But does that mean then that all the cost

730

containment provisions that are built in to the law that we

731

have now, if it should be repealed, will then go by the

732

wayside, and we will not see those cost containments.

733

call them experiments, but a lot of work has been done in the

734

health care system and I apologize this is not your

735

expertise, you said you have not drilled down in all this,

736

there is a lot of important and good work that is being done

737

across the country that is actually getting better value for

738

the dollars.

739

seniors.

740

You

We are trying to scale that up for more

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes.

So I do not mean to belittle this

741

in any way by using the word experiment.

742

signal is that the successful experiments at getting greater

743

value, and there have been a number of them, have tended to

744

be fairly localized; and the question of how they can best be

745

extended across the country is something that both Medicare

746

and private insurers are wrestling with.

747
748
749

Ms. Schwartz.

What I am trying to

That is right an all payer system would

be great.
Mr. Elmendorf.

Both Medicare and private insurers are
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750

trying to find different ways of being providers and so on.

751

So I do not mean to belittle that but just to say that there

752

will be a certain amount of trial and error, again for both

753

public and private insurers.

754

insurance we need our health care system to become more

755

efficient and I think the crucial policy question is whether

756

a more public or a more private system applies more of the

757

useful kinds of pressure and avoids more of the detrimental

758

kinds of pressure as you would judge that?

759

Ms. Schwartz.

Whatever the system is of

Well, as I believe my time is up but I

760

think this is a conversation that we have tried to advance

761

that we will contain the rising growth and cost in Medicare.

762

Because we are serious about that as well, that this needs to

763

be done in order to sustain a Medicare as we hope to, but

764

turning over to a private sector, it has not been very good

765

at containing costs either for businesses or for families, or

766

for seniors for sure, that that actually is a model we cannot

767

rely on.

768

percent of the costs of health care in this country if you

769

look at all the different programs.

770

in our view, a force for improving quality and insuring

771

access.

772

having of course.

773
774

The fact that the federal government pays about 46

We could and should be,

I think that is one of the big debates that we are

Chairman Ryan.

It is, I am going to take my Chairman’s

prerogative and join this, not get in a tit-for-tat, but I
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775

want to just try and help answer the questions you asked

776

director.

777

we propose what we propose, because you are right, we got to

778

figure this out on Medicare.

779

of the debt in the future, and the Affordable Care Act does

780

attempt to do that.

We disagree with the way in which it

781

attempts to do that.

Now when you say there is not cost

782

containment, there are two ways of doing this; do you put the

783

patient in charge or do you put the bureaucracy in charge?

784

We think a patient centered system is a better way to go.

785

Now when you put the bureaucracy in charge, let’s take a look

786

at where we are headed right now.

787

To show you what is kind of our thinking and why

Medicare is the biggest driver

Accountable care organizations, the idea in theory is a

788

very good idea, but look at what is happening.

789

putting this rule out there; nobody is going to participate

790

in it.

791

government centralized.

792

because price controls it might make the numbers add up on

793

paper but it will just deny access to people.

794

we have found is that when we continue to underpay providers

795

which the trustees are telling us, providers are going to get

796

about 66 cents on the dollar from Medicare now, going down to

797

33 cents on the dollar, we cannot assume that they are going

798

to keep taking Medicare.

799

that is the proper approach.

CMS is

So let’s have a system that is decentralized and not
Let’s not go with price controls

And so, what

And so, I or we, do not think that
More to the point, we do not
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800

think unelected unaccountable bureaucrats, technocrats, no

801

matter how smart they are can figure out how to micromanage

802

17 percent of our economy.

803

competing against each other, insurance companies, hospital,

804

physicians, competing against each other for our business, as

805

empowered consumers is a better way to go, and we have a lot

806

of evidence that shows that.

807

We believe that providers

Now two, the point that his analysis does not include,

808

it does not include the fact that we have proposed to risk

809

adjust subsidies.

810

want them to have a higher subsidy to protect them against

811

ticker shock.

812

proposed to add an additional $7,800 to begin with, which

813

keeps growing every year, to low income seniors, to subsidize

814

and cover their out-of-pocket costs.

815

money to go around, and our point is we should not subsidize

816

wealthy people, as much as everybody else; and we should

817

subsidize low income people even more than everybody else.

818

That is the way we think tax payer dollars ought to be

819

deployed, and we want the patient to be the nucleus of the

820

health care system, in Medicare and everywhere else, instead

821

of some board of 15 technocrats giving Caesar’s thumbs up or

822

thumbs down on whether this will work or not; or who gets

823

paid, what, where, when, and how much.

824

will work because we have lots of evidence already that it

As a person gets sicker in Medicare, we

It also does not include the fact that we have

There is only so much

We do not think that
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With that I yield.

Mr. Elmendorf.

Mr. Chairman, so you are certainly

827

correct in saying that in numbers that I have quoted, and are

828

featured in our report, did not include the effects of the

829

additional support for lower income people as we noted in our

830

letter.

831

Chairman Ryan.

Correct.

832

Mr. Elmendorf.

I do not understand though your point

833

about risk adjustment.

834

typical 65-year-old, we understand and included in our model.

835

Chairman Ryan.

What we reported was the cost for a

Right.

The illustration does not

836

suggest that a sicker person will get higher income.

837

doing an average; it is an average so it does not take into

838

consideration the fact that a person who has higher core

839

morbidities, higher risks, get a higher subsidy.

840
841
842

Mr. Elmendorf.

You are

To cover the higher cost, so they end up

getting health insurance coverage.
Chairman Ryan.

843

but our analysis now.

844

Mr. Flores.

Right. I can take up more time on that
Mr. Flores.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Elmendorf,

845

thank you for being here today; your introductory comment I

846

thought pretty well said it all.

847

outlook is daunting.

848

have been left in this situation from the last four years of

849

a Congress that was controlled by the other side that racked

And that is that the budget

I agree with you; it is unfortunate we
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850

up $6 trillion in debt.

851

and Figure 2.1 of the materials that you handed out today;

852

you have some GDP growth charts.

853

what the GDP growth assumptions were in the extended baseline

854

scenario and in the alternative fiscal scenario?

855

Mr. Elmendorf.

I want to talk about three things

Can you tell me quickly

Well, so Congressman, we set for the

856

underlying path, the benchmark to use for the most of the

857

budget projections, a stable economic future.

858

analyzed, as you have seen, the effects.

859

Mr. Flores.

860

Mr. Elmendorf.

Then we

Just give me some numbers real quick.
So under the alternative fiscal

861

scenario, GNP would be seven to 18 percent lower in 2035,

862

than it would be under our benchmark that assumes steady debt

863

to GDP ratio.

864

Mr. Flores.

And what is steady?

I mean, not debt to

865

GDP, but what do you look at in terms of real GDP growth

866

percentage per year, long term?

867
868
869
870
871

Mr. Elmendorf.

So the real GDP growth that we have is

2.2 percent on average per year, from 2022 to 2085.
Mr. Flores.

And that is lower than what we have

experienced historically, long term I believe is not it?
Mr. Elmendorf.

It is lower articulately because of

872

slower growth of the labor force.

873

population aging that we see.

874

Mr. Flores.

It is related to the

Let’s talk about tax payer behavior.

Now
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875

that is my second subject.

876

that taxes would rise to 23 percent of GDP under the extended

877

baseline scenario I believe, is that correct?

878

do you model tax payer behavior in a situation like this?

879

other words, do you live in Maryland, or Virginia, or D.C.?

880

Mr. Elmendorf.

881

Mr. Flores.

If, you talked about the fact

Okay, so if Maryland doubled its tax rates

tomorrow, would you move?

883

Mr. Elmendorf.

My kids just finished their sophomore

884

year in high school Congressman.

885

my life.

887
888

Mr. Flores.

In

I live in Maryland.

882

886

What you said,

If I move I am in peril of

Okay, you would be looking at it though

right?
Mr. Elmendorf.

But our analysis does incorporate the

889

effects of changes in marginal tax rates.

890

important area that we have actually enhanced our analysis of

891

in the past few years, and that, the differences in marginal

892

tax rates as well as the differences in debt are included in

893

the GDP.

894

Mr. Flores.

That is an

And that factors in to the lower than

895

average GDP growth?

896

raising these rates because you have put a break on the

897

economy as you move forward?

898
899

Mr. Elmendorf.
scenario.

So there is an impact on revenue by

Yes, under the extended baseline

I read you the numbers for the alternative
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scenario where there is more or less steady marginal tax

901

rates and rising debt.

902

Mr. Flores.

Where I am trying to go, and I think you

903

have concurred with this is to the extent that

904

assumed that tax revenues is percentage of GDP are higher

905

than the 18.3 percent long-term average.

906

impact on economic growth, correct?

907

40

Mr. Elmendorf.

you have

It has a dampening

So one thing I would emphasize is the

908

marginal tax rates as you have said before that really matter

909

for economic growth not just the level of revenues, it is how

910

that money is raised so our modeling captures the effects of

911

the marginal tax rates the disincentive to work or to save.

912

Mr. Flores.

Right, good, okay.

The next question has

913

to do with provider behavior.

914

happens in the economy is because an individual or a company

915

behaves in a certain way based on the conditions that are

916

thrown at it by its government or by some other exogenous

917

factor.

918

cut the pay of everybody in CBO by two-thirds, would that

919

impact the behavior of people wanting to work for CBO or move

920

to your position?

I mean again, everything that

When you look at provider behavior, if we were to

921

Mr. Elmendorf.

922

Mr. Flores.

I am afraid it would Congressman, yes.

Okay, so essentially what the chainsaw that

923

was applied to provider reimbursements under the Obama Care

924

if you will, does impact provider behavior; and your modeling
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does not assume any change in that behavior, right?
Mr. Elmendorf.

That is right.

We do not capture, again

927

this is an issue we are trying improve, but our modeling does

928

not capture in any sophisticated way the possible

929

ramifications of that.

930

Mr. Flores.

So looking not theoretically but a likely

931

realistic outcome is, if we cut what the reimbursement rates

932

are to providers by two-thirds, we are going to have a lot

933

fewer providers hence less health care.

934

Mr. Elmendorf.

That is a possibility Congressman, but I

935

do not think it is at all guaranteed.

936

experts in the health care system who say there is an awful

937

lot of inefficiency, in the way things currently are being

938

managed, and that by changing the organization of the health

939

care system, that a lot of efficiencies can be achieved, and

940

thus that providers can continue to cover these lower, more

941

efficient level of costs with lower payments.

942
943
944

Mr. Flores.

There are a lot of

But you just said it would not work at the

CBO, if I cut your pay by two-thirds.
Mr. Elmendorf.

So I think the issue there is what the

945

possibilities are for improving the efficiency of the system.

946

And we have said ourselves, in our analysis of the health

947

reform legislation last year, that how long those cuts could

948

be sustained for was uncertain.

949

an alternative scenario here, in which those cuts are not

And that is why we present
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950

sustained for a very long period, but I do not think it is at

951

all obvious that those cuts cannot happen for some period of

952

time.

953

do not know what the possibilities really are for improving

954

efficiency in the health care system, not just as a

955

theoretical matter but practically speaking what kinds of

956

efficiencies can be achieved not in particular places but

957

across the system as a whole.

958

We do not know how far they can go, partly because we

Mr. Flores.

Could the CBO operate with two-thirds fewer

959

people?

960

to provide the same product you do today?

Would you be able to stream out enough efficiencies

961

Mr. Elmendorf.

962

Mr. Flores.

No, we could not Congressman.

Okay well, I suggest that the same is true

963

for any health care system, and that is a very important part

964

of the U.S. economy.

965

Mr. Doggett.

Thank you.

Yield back my time.

Thank you very much.

I think one word

966

around which this Congress is focused so far this year is

967

cuts; immediate, far-reaching cuts.

968

has met and voted to eliminate dozens of education programs.

969

Another Republican has said Pell grants which allow folks to

970

go to college are just another form of welfare and that we

971

cannot sustain the level of financial assistance we have.

972

Votes have been taken to eliminate federal support for

973

community policing and fire fighters.

974

seldom a week that goes by that there is not some proposal to

The Education Committee

And of course, it is
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975

cut health care.

976

reaching consequences of denying educational opportunity, and

977

health care, and adequate law enforcement, I want to direct

978

your attention to the comments of the Chair of the Federal

979

Reserve yesterday, Dr. Bernanke, who said, “In light of the

980

weakness of the recovery, it would be best not to have sudden

981

and sharp fiscal consolidation in the near term.

982

think that sharp, immediate cuts in the deficit would create

983

more jobs.”

984
985
986

Putting aside for a moment, the far

I do not

Do you agree with Dr. Bernanke?

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes I do Congressman, and we have said

the same thing ourselves on a number of occasions.
Mr. Doggett.

I thought that was the case.

So while we

987

want more efficiency, and we want to address these long-term

988

costs, if these cuts are too dramatic they not only will deny

989

educational opportunity and health care security but they

990

will cause us to lose more jobs and have less economic

991

growth?

992

Mr. Elmendorf.

Again, the specifics would depend on the

993

specific policies, but our analysis implies that cuts in

994

government spending or increases in taxes during the next few

995

years would by themselves reduce output in employment

996

relative to what would otherwise happen.

997

credible reductions in future deficits would boost output in

998

employment in the next few years because they would hold down

999

interest rates, and probably increase business and household

At the same time
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confidence.
Mr. Doggett.

And I certainly agree with you on both

1002

points.

1003

specifics.

1004

to try to quote back exactly what you said to Ms. Schwartz,

1005

that I believe plans similar to what Chairman Ryan has

1006

advanced with reference to Medicare will “shift a good deal

1007

of burden and risk to seniors.”

1008

theory about putting the patient in charge.

1009

patient in charge with regard to seniors on Medicare in the

1010

past with prescriptions, and I guess we can put them in

1011

charge again and that may reduce consumption of health care

1012

because there will be some seniors that will say I rather eat

1013

than go see the doctor, or buy another prescription.

1014

going to keep cutting my pills in half.

1015

as nucleus.

1016

in Medicare; what I hear you saying is that we have an

1017

overall problem about rising health care costs that affects

1018

at different amounts at different times both the Federal

1019

Employee Plan, Medicare, Medicaid, the Veterans

1020

Administration, and the private sector; and that if all we do

1021

is shift more of the burden, a good deal of the burden, and

1022

more of the risk to seniors and we have not found a way

1023

whether it is through experiments or something else to

1024

address the problem of rising health care costs, we may have

On the long term, I guess the only problem is the
So let me go to one of those specifics and I want

Now it is great to talk in
We have had the

I am

That is the patient

While you may reduce some consumption that way,
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1025

relieved some of the burden on our debt and on our tax payers

1026

but we have not relieved the burden indeed we have increased

1027

it on some of the most vulnerable people in our society at

1028

the time that they are trying to achieve a decent level of

1029

retirement security.

1030

Mr. Elmendorf.

Would you agree with that?
Well, Congressman, certainly if the

1031

Congress chooses to shift the burden to all or some members

1032

of an age group or other demographic group, then that is

1033

addressing the government’s budget constraint by tightening

1034

other people’s but I would just emphasize that almost

1035

anywhere I can think of to address the government’s budget

1036

constraint involves tightening somebody’s budget constraint.

1037

That, as I said, we are collecting, we are used to

1038

collecting, a certain amount of revenue relative to GDP,

1039

which has varied over time but has not shown much trend

1040

around this 18 percent mark; the same time we have government

1041

programs that provide certain sorts of benefits to older

1042

Americans, Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid, and we

1043

have a whole lot of other tasks for the government, National

1044

Defense, Homeland Security, Veteran’s Care, and on and on,

1045

that have over time occupied a certain share of GDP.

1046

cannot have all those same things together in the future.

1047

cannot repeat the past in the federal budget because of the

1048

aging of the population and rising health care costs.

1049

Mr. Doggett.

We
We

Certainly we cannot; but we can avoid, as
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1050

you say, shifting a good deal of the burden and risk to

1051

seniors without addressing the broader issue of health care

1052

costs.

Thank you very much.

1053

Chairman Ryan.

Mr. Huelskamp.

1054

Mr. Huelskamp.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

1055

you for joining us here today.

1056

years have you been director at the CBO?

Doctor, thank

Quick question, how many

1057

Mr. Elmendorf.

Almost two and a half years Congressman.

1058

Mr. Huelskamp.

Two and a half years, and director, we

1059

have had discussions today of the House Republican budget

1060

plan and I am a freshman; how long has it been since you have

1061

actually analyzed a Congressional Democrat budget plan?

1062

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well, so Congressman, I do not want to

1063

sound too technical but we do not really analyze budget

1064

resolutions usually.

1065

Committee, in fact for Chairman Ryan’s proposal we analyzed

1066

the longer term impact for that proposal, as we have analyzed

1067

the longer term impact of other proposals he has had.

1068

not really do an estimate of a budget resolution, it is not a

1069

bill, it is not a law.

1070

Mr. Huelskamp.

Budget resolutions come from the Budget

We do

So, the Senate Democrat Proposal, out of

1071

their Budget Committee, when was the last one you analyzed

1072

that came out of their committee?

1073
1074

Mr. Elmendorf.

I think Congressman, that the last

budget resolution voted on by the Senate Budget Committee was
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2009, been a little over two years?

Or

in 2009.

1076
1077

PAGE
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did they even have one in two years?

1078

Mr. Elmendorf.

So I believe they did in 2009 because

1079

the reconciliation instructions that came out of that budget

1080

resolution turned out to be quite important in the final act

1081

of the health legislation.

1082

Mr. Huelskamp.

Did that pass the Senate?

1083

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes, I believe, I guess I am not sure

1084

Congressman.

1085
1086

Mr. Huelskamp.

And then the House Budget Committee,

that time, did they pass a budget proposal?

1087

Dr. Elmendorf.

1088

Congressman.

1089

directly.

1090

I guess we are not completely sure

Again, it is a piece that we do not look at

Mr. Huelskamp.

I was trying to figure that out.

I have

1091

heard that there has not been anything passed for a couple

1092

years, and that is pretty amazing to me.

1093

about though is a question on your economic assumptions.

1094

talk about pages 26 through 28, the impact of more borrowing,

1095

higher tax rates, and its impact on economic growth; and

1096

economists pretty well agree that if you increase spending by

1097

issuing more debt it is going to impact the private economy

1098

negatively, increasing spending by raising taxes will do the

1099

same.

What I want to talk
You

So under most economic assumptions it would seem that
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1100

the only reasonable alternative is still grow the economy and

1101

tackle the deficit is actually reducing spending now?

1102

that correct?

1103

Mr. Elmendorf.

Is

Well, Congressman, there are tradeoffs

1104

here, so higher marginal tax rates do reduce economic

1105

activity to some extent under the views of most economists.

1106

But certain forms of government spending are important for

1107

economic growth, and reducing those could be damaging to

1108

economic growth.

1109

Mr. Huelskamp.

Excuse me, doctor, but in your analysis,

1110

this is pages 26 to 28 talked about increasing taxes will

1111

hurt economic growth.

1112

Mr. Elmendorf.

Marginal tax rates.

1113

Mr. Huelskamp.

Yes

1114

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes.

1115

Mr. Huelskamp.

As it is been suggested by the

1116

president.

1117

similar impact on the economy.

Additionally, by borrowing more debt it has a

1118

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes

1119

Mr. Huelskamp.

And so, explain to me that while

1120

reducing spending is not the only alternative.

1121

Mr. Elmendorf.

1122

reduction in the deficit

1123

that was not itself an investment in economic growth, that

1124

would be better for the economy than if one raised a dollar

So again, Congressman, for a dollar
if one cuts some form of spending
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through an increase in marginal tax rates.
Mr. Huelskamp.

So is Medicare spending an economic

growth driver?
Mr. Elmendorf.

I do not think it is an important driver

in the long term.

1130

Mr. Huelskamp.

How about Social Security?

1131

Mr. Elmendorf.

I do not think it is an important driver

1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137

in the long term.
Mr. Huelskamp.

How about the Department of Defense

budget?
Mr. Elmendorf.

Again, there are some pieces of it that

have mattered.
Mr. Huelskamp.

We have just eliminated two-thirds, or

1138

three-fourths of the budget, doctor, is economic growth

1139

drivers on the spending side?

1140

just eliminate two-thirds of it, so the remaining third

1141

drives economic growth?

1142

Mr. Elmendorf.

We have to be spending.

Just saying Congressman, that there are

1143

pieces of federal spending that have been important in

1144

economic growth.

1145

and we are not good at modeling those effects.

1146

You

I do not have an exhaustive list of that,

Mr. Huelskamp.

But you do make a statement that, and

1147

you did not identify that in the report, I would appreciate a

1148

follow-up if you could identify the particular programs that

1149

you believe drive economic growth.

Mr. Bernanke refuses to
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1150

identify those.

1151

a debt crisis, and that if we do not face that very soon and

1152

quickly, and suggest that we can cut spending, that somehow

1153

we can borrow on tax and that is going to work out.

1154

Obviously your report does not say that, so I would ask that

1155

as a follow up if you could provide that determination if you

1156

would, of the type of spending CBO believes will help drive

1157

economic growth, because we are working with that now.

1158

would appreciate that distinction.

1159

Refuses to face the possibility that we have

Mr. Elmendorf.

And I

I will be happy to work with your staff

1160

Congressman and provide the information you are interested

1161

in.

1162

Mr. Huelskamp.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Yield back my

1164

Chairman Ryan.

Mr. Yarmuth.

1165

Mr. Yarmuth.

1163

time.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Elmendorf,

1166

nice to see you again; thank you for your testimony and your

1167

work.

1168

worth of additional debt over the last four years attributed

1169

to Congressional activity, have you done an analysis of the

1170

factors that contributed to additional $6 trillion in debt?

1171

How much would have been attributable to Congress’ actions

1172

and how much to policies that were already in place?

1173
1174

Earlier Mr. Flores mentioned in passing $6 trillion

Mr. Elmendorf.

So Congressman, we have done analyses

sometimes of the swing in the budget deficit from what CBO is
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1175

projecting about a decade ago to what has come to pass and as

1176

it turns out I think I have that table with me.

1177

not remember to bring it but I have it with me; and as you I

1178

think know Congressman there have been a collection of policy

1179

actions taken over the last decade that have significantly

1180

worsened the current budget picture.

1181

collection developments in the economy that were not

1182

predicted by CBO that have also led to worsening of the

1183

budget situation.

1184

Mr. Yarmuth.

Okay.

I often do

There has also been a

Would you say that a majority of

1185

the additional accumulated debt over the last four years was

1186

because of Congressional activity or because of existing

1187

policies; Bush tax cuts, and wars initiated in the earlier

1188

years?

1189

Mr. Elmendorf.

So relative to our baseline projections

1190

in January 2001, so a little over 10 years ago, the

1191

deterioration in budget outcomes in 2008, nine, 10, and 11;

1192

those are what [inaudible] use as the four years, are due

1193

much more to legislative changes than to the economic and

1194

technical surprises.

1195

both reductions in tax revenue and increases in spending.

1196

Mr. Yarmuth.

And those legislative changes include

Yeah.

Okay, we will leave it there.

1197

There is been a fair amount of conversation already about the

1198

impact of increase of marginal tax rates.

1199

those statements, conclusions that they reduce economic

When you make
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1200

activity, do you assume an increase in marginal tax rates

1201

across the entire population?

1202

impact on economic activity of raising the marginal tax rates

1203

on people making over $250,000, and then people making over

1204

$1 million?

1205

economic impact of those increases?

1206

Do you break it down as to the

And is there a difference in the impact,

Mr. Elmendorf.

So, Congressman, we do look at the

1207

effects on a variety of income categories.

1208

exactly what they are off-hand.

1209

historical evidence about what we think the responsiveness

1210

would be, and you can see some of this analysis testimony we

1211

did for the Senate Budget Committee last fall that different

1212

ways of extending the expiring tax provision, and some of

1213

those scenarios we studied we assumed that all of the

1214

expiring provisions were extended.

1215

the end of last year, in other scenarios we looked at

1216

extending only the tax provisions up to a certain point in

1217

income distribution and not a above that.

1218

those results at hand.

1219

Mr. Yarmuth.

I do not know

And we try to apply

That did in fact occur in

I do not have

Is it safe to say as a general

1220

proposition, that if you raise the marginal tax rate from 35

1221

percent to 39.6 percent on people making over a $1 million a

1222

year, that that will not have a huge drag on the economy

1223

versus extending the marginal rates on the other 99 percent

1224

of the population.
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Well, there a question about the total

1226

impact and the impact per dollar of revenue.

1227

many more people on the rest of the distribution.

1228

income earned, and thus changes in the marginal tax rates

1229

below that threshold will have a larger aggregate effect on

1230

the economy.

1231

generally larger at the top of the income distribution

1232

because the changes in marginal tax rates, the lesser revenue

1233

is given up in a sense relative to the change in the

1234

incentives.

1235

dollar revenue lost that is not smaller at the top than it is

1236

at the bottom.

1237

tax policies.

1238

So there are
Much more

But per dollar revenue lost, the effects are

So in terms of the distortion to the economy per

But it depends on the precise nature of the

Mr. Yarmuth.

Okay, I look forward to discussing that

1239

further.

1240

was passed by the House there is an assumption, as I recall,

1241

that unemployment drops to 2.8 percent by 2015 in that range

1242

and then stays at a, relative to today’s terms and historic

1243

terms, a very low level.

1244

I am not I am sure the Chairman.

One last question, in the Republican budget that

1245

Chairman Ryan.

1246

Mr. Yarmuth.

I believe I am correct on that.

If

I will, correct you.

But what kind of assumption do you make in

1247

your baseline scenario as to what unemployment would be for

1248

the next 10 years or so?

1249

Mr. Elmendorf.

So because the recovery is slow, we
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1250

think the unemployment rate will come down, only slowly and

1251

will over the second half of the coming decade be down to

1252

about five and a quarter percent of the labor force.

1253

Mr. Yarmuth.

1254

Chairman Ryan.

Okay, thank you.
I will just answer the question, that is

1255

not an assumption in the budget.

1256

we use.

1257

did its own separate analysis of the budget, they

1258

subsequently revised that analysis to a deal with that

1259

particular statistic which they said was an anomaly and

1260

wrong; and they revised it to I think five percent or

1261

something like that.

1262

CBO is the measuring stick

There was an outside economic forecasting group that

Mr. Stutzman.

Next is, Mr. Stutzman.
Thank you Mr. Chairman and thank you Mr.

1263

Elmendorf for being here.

1264

note the federal government could not issue even an ever

1265

larger amounts of debt relative to the size of the economy

1266

and definitely, do you believe that the current level of debt

1267

is harming the economy?

1268

Mr. Elmendorf.

My question is, in your report you

The current level of debt is reducing

1269

our output, our incomes relative to what would be the case if

1270

we had a lower level of debt.

1271

this particular recession which complicate that; but over the

1272

longer period of this sort of analysis, higher levels of debt

1273

are certainly more damaging than lower levels of debt.

1274

Mr. Stutzman.

Leading aside the effects of

Do you think that the discussion about
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I think Congressman, that uncertainty

1278

about federal policy is diminishing household and business

1279

spending and that uncertainty covers a whole set of policies.

1280

I think it covers tax policy, it covers regulatory policy.

1281

Covers health policy, I should say we think the more

1282

important source of uncertainty is household and businesses

1283

uncertain about their own incomes and the demands for their

1284

products, apart from government policy.

1285

government policy is probably playing some role.

1286

Mr. Stutzman.

But we think

And you know I agree with and I think

1287

what families are doing is that they are doing what they can

1288

control and that is cutting their own spending in their own

1289

budgets; controlling their budgets.

1290

control the income revenue because the job market is tough.

1291

They cannot go take on more debt, because it is tough to

1292

borrow, and it is not necessarily wise to do so.

1293

in this committee, you know that we only want to cut

1294

spending.

1295

a half years or so, when was the last time Congress talked

1296

about cutting spending and actually did cut spending in

1297

Washington?

1298
1299

They cannot necessarily

So, I hear

I know you have been in this job for about two and

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well, so as you know Congressman, the

Appropriations Bill that was passed this past Spring reduced
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1300

spending to what would have occurred.

1301

of that to be honest.

1302

proposals that have been enacted into law that include

1303

combinations of spending cuts, spending increases, tax cuts,

1304

tax increases, I am not even sure how I would keep such a

1305

tally.

1306

Mr. Stutzman.

I do not keep a list

I think there is a whole variety of

Well I just do not understand why does it

1307

seem like it should be out of the realm of cutting spending,

1308

addressing everything; whether it is entitlements, whether it

1309

is discretionary, non-discretionary spending, military.

1310

mean I believe everything should be on the table and from

1311

your analysis in the report is that we need to be very

1312

cautious in, or that the debt that we hold is damaging or is

1313

holding back the economy.

1314

higher taxes, just the discussion of it, hold money on the

1315

sideline.

1316

discussion.

I

I think everybody agrees that

So cutting spending should be a part of the
Did you score the Affordable Health Care Act?

1317

Mr. Elmendorf.

1318

Mr. Stutzman.

Yes, we did.
There was a report yesterday about a

1319

glitch found in the bill that is going to send roughly three

1320

million middle income Americans into Medicaid.

1321

on that?

1322

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes, Congressman.

Can you touch

So I do not know

1323

whether it was a glitch in the drafting or an intent of the

1324

drafting but in any case, our estimate of the bill
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incorporated the effects of that provision as it was written.
Mr. Stutzman.

Well, what do you think that is going to

1327

do to three million middle income Americans trying to find

1328

confidence in the economy, finding confidence in Washington.

1329

If we continue this sort of, I mean, I am not blaming you

1330

because, but the intent obviously was there or for some

1331

reason it was there and we are finding out after the fact and

1332

what it is going to do to effect at least three million

1333

Americans possibly.

1334

Mr. Elmendorf.

So I should say, we do not have an

1335

estimate of the number of people who are affected.

1336

the definition of income eligibility into account in our

1337

estimate, but we do not have any separate count of how many

1338

people were affected by that piece of the definition, and in

1339

fact that is not really an answerable question it depends

1340

what else you might have changed other places in the law.

1341

I do not want to endorse the three million, I have seen that

1342

number but that is not from us.

1343

have this in our estimate, is not a surprise to us that it is

1344

there.

1345

Mr. Stutzman.

1346

Mr. Elmendorf.

We took

All I can say is that we

So this glitch is not a surprise to CBO?
No, it is not.

Again, I do not know if

1347

it is a glitch or an intent but we read that piece to the

1348

legislation and used that language in our estimate.

1349

Mr. Stutzman.

So

That is what it seems to be called and
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1350

that there is some backtracking by some folks here that this

1351

is a glitch and that, “Oh we did not recognize what happened

1352

here.”

1353

you have been very you know balanced in I think approaching

1354

this because if we do not start talking about cuts and you

1355

know your report obviously gives us, I mean it is not so rosy

1356

a picture I do not believe and we have a lot of work to do in

1357

that we have to control what we can control, and that is

1358

cutting spending without doing further damage to the economy.

1359

But I believe tax increases; more borrowing is detrimental to

1360

our long term outlook.

1361

You know, that is I appreciate your answers because

Mr. Elmendorf.

Would you agree with that?

I believe that more borrowing is

1362

detrimental to our long term outlook and I believe that

1363

higher marginal tax rates are also detrimental to the long

1364

term outlook, and that is why we tried to capture both those

1365

effects, where they were relevant in our economic analysis in

1366

this report.

1367

Mr. Stutzman.

1368

Chairman Ryan.

1369

Mr. Tonko.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Tonko.

Thank you for joining us here today Dr.

1370

Elmendorf and clearly these are days where your expertise is

1371

tremendously needed so, again welcome.

1372

return briefly to Mr. Yarmuth's line of questioning.

1373

reasonable to assume that education spending impacts economic

1374

growth?

If I could just
Is it
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Yes, I think so Congressman.

And what about our investment or spending on

1377

basic infrastructure, the roads, the bridges, the connections

1378

we need, the infrastructure to move people and goods around

1379

the country?

1380

Mr. Elmendorf.

So we have done some analysis of

1381

infrastructure investment, and obviously there were some

1382

aspects of that investment that have been more beneficial to

1383

the economy and some that have probably not been beneficial

1384

at all; but on balance, sensible investments in public

1385

infrastructure, investments that pass some sort of benefit

1386

cost test, enhance economic growth.

1387

Mr. Tonko.

Asked another way, is there any reason to

1388

believe that we might see an economic dip if we do not do

1389

some of the investments in education and infrastructure?

1390

Mr. Elmendorf.

So I think, well the term dip to me

1391

implies a sort cyclical effect, and a sharp cut in spending

1392

or increases in taxes in the short run would, as I have said

1393

before, I think cause that sort of dip, but usually for

1394

people, conversations about education or infrastructure are

1395

thinking more of the longer term and I think reductions in

1396

the amount of education that occurs in the country,

1397

reductions in infrastructure that we build would be

1398

detrimental to long-term economic growth.

1399

Mr. Tonko.

And what about our unemployment, which I
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1400

have read has a return in economic activity, that somewhere

1401

we are between $1.60 to $1.70 on every dollar spent on our

1402

unemployment insurance?

1403

Mr. Elmendorf.

So we think that in the short run, in

1404

the situation of our economy now, where they are a lot of

1405

unemployed workers and underutilized factories and equipment;

1406

that putting money into the spending stream through benefit

1407

payments or reductions in taxes encourages more spending, and

1408

that leads to more output and more employment.

1409

estimates the effects of putting money into unemployment

1410

insurance is especially powerful because the people who

1411

receive it tend to spend a very large share of it since they

1412

are people who have lost their jobs and in many cases do not

1413

have other sources of income.

1414

Mr. Tonko.

And in our

It seems as though the economic activity

1415

that we need to inspire would at least help those that are in

1416

that unfortunate realm.

1417

have on the long-term debt.

1418

Summary Figure One I believe, in it you present, Dr.

1419

Elmendorf, two projection of where our debt is headed in the

1420

next 30, maybe 35 years.

1421

to grow relative to the size of the economy but there is a

1422

tremendous difference between these two line graphs.

1423

do we end up at the end of the chart in 2035 under each

1424

scenario in this chart?

Can we bring up the charts that we
There we go.

This chart is from

Under both scenarios debt continues

Where
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So under the extended baseline scenario,

1426

which largely follows current law, we end up with debt at 84

1427

percent of GDP.

1428

more closely corresponds to current policy settings, we end

1429

up with debt at 187 percent of GDP in 2035.

1430
1431

Mr. Tonko.

Under the alternative fiscal scenario, which

Thank you. And can you briefly summarize the

key policy choices that differentiate the two scenarios?

1432

Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes, so the biggest difference is on the

1433

revenue side, under current law because of the expiring tax

1434

provisions, provisions of last year’s health legislation,

1435

just the natural interaction of the tax code with economic

1436

growth, revenues rise quite a bit relative to GDP.

1437

alternative fiscal scenario, we hold revenues, we assume that

1438

these expiring provisions are instead extended and keep

1439

revenues down closer to their historical average share of

1440

GDP.

1441

scenario are 23 percent of GDP and on the alternative fiscal

1442

scenario are 18 and a half percent of GDP.

1443

differences on the spending side, in both the health programs

1444

and the non-health, non-Social Security part of the budget.

1445

In the health programs we are principally assuming under the

1446

alternative scenario that some of the cost control features

1447

of last year’s legislation do not continue over the entire

1448

quarter century we are showing here, and on the other non-

1449

health care, non-Social Security spending we are assuming

Under the

So in 2035, revenues under the extended baseline

There are also
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still a very substantial decline relative to historical

1451

experience but not quite as stark an end of point as under

1452

the extended baseline scenario.

1453

Mr. Tonko.

62

To summarize one scenario sticks to current

1454

law and puts the debt at about 80 percent of GDP in 20 or so

1455

years.

1456

percent of GDP by, among other things, extending tax cuts for

1457

the wealthy and refusing to implement the Affordable Care

1458

Act.

1459

Republican agenda this year; and my concern is that you know

1460

we are wasting month after month on policies supported by the

1461

majority that are merely digging us into a deeper hole.

1462

Regardless of how you feel about that best strategy going

1463

forward, I think we can all agree that we need to do far

1464

better.

While the other scenario puts that debt at 180

That sounds, to me, to be an awful lot like the

1465

Chairman Ryan.

1466

Mr. Tonko.

1467

Chairman Ryan.

1468
1469

Gentleman’s time is expired.

Thank you Chairman.
I ask the gentlemen get back to him in

writing if he wants you to do so.
Mr. Woodall.

Mr. Woodall.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Thank you Dr.

1470

Elmendorf for being here.

1471

cost containment.

1472

the modeling that you do, can you point me to some of the

1473

other areas where the government has been successfully

1474

involved in cost containment, other industries, or other

I want to talk a little bit about

I am one of the freshmen here.

In all of
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product lines, that I could look at to see our success at

1476

cost containment?

1477

Mr. Elmendorf.
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So that is a good question, Congressman.

1478

I do not know of other parts of the federal budget, other

1479

parts of the economy, whether or not our government plays as

1480

large, parts of the economy as large as health care, where

1481

the government plays as large a part as it plays in health

1482

care.

1483

Mr. Woodall.

For example I know we are spending more, a

1484

larger proportions of Americans are, on food stamps this year

1485

than have ever been on food stamps historically.

1486

involved in any kind of cost containment, because I know the

1487

price of food with that Ethanol tax credit and what not, the

1488

price of foods gone, food inflation is rising dramatically.

1489

Any cost containment programs going on?

1490

Mr. Elmendorf.

Are we

Not that I am familiar with Congressman.

1491

Of course, as you know, the principal reason why that cost of

1492

food stamps is so high is because the economy is weak and

1493

many people are out of jobs.

1494

Mr. Woodall.

Well if there are no good cost containment

1495

examples, I know you were talking with Mr. Huelskamp camp

1496

earlier about efficiencies in the market place and how to

1497

squeeze some efficiencies out.

1498

sectors you can point me to where the government has really

1499

been a driver in creating efficiencies, because the private

Are there any industry
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1500

sector was not succeeding at that and so we have really got a

1501

great efficiency program run by the government?

1502

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well Congressman, so if one turns to, if

1503

you have it in front of you, Table 3-1 in the report, it is

1504

on page 42, we report excess cost growth in spending for

1505

health care, and if one looks at that table one can see

1506

periods where in fact federal spending on health care and

1507

Medicare/Medicaid has increased more slowly than private

1508

health care spending.

1509

opposite has been true, as I said in response to an earlier

1510

question, so I think that just looking within the health care

1511

system, the verdict on whether the private or public sector

1512

is better at controlling costs is not self evident from this

1513

table.

1514

Chairman Ryan.

There are other periods where the

Would the gentlemen yield on that point?

1515

I am looking at Table 3-1, I see of the four time periods you

1516

have measured, other meaning private health plans have lower

1517

cost growth than Medicare.

1518

where Medicare is lower, which was the period of Managed

1519

Care, than the private sector; all other is lower in cost

1520

growth than Medicare.

There is one of the four periods

Am I misreading this chart?

1521

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well, I am sorry Table 3-1.

1522

Chairman Ryan.

Table 3-1, yes table 3-1.

1523

Mr. Elmendorf.

So these are overlapping periods, I

1524

would emphasize.

So in the 1985 to 2007 period, the last 22
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years I guess leading up to this latest downturn,

1526

Medicare/Medicaid spending growth was a good yield below

1527

spending growth in the private sector.

1528

earlier I do not want to pick a particular row out of this

1529

table.

1530
1531
1532

Chairman Ryan.
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And as I emphasized

Yeah but then you have 1990 to 2007, it

is 1.6 Medicare all other 1.5 percent.
Mr. Elmendorf.

That is right, so over the last 17

1533

years, Medicare’s been slightly above all other, Medicaid’s

1534

been below that.

1535

conclusions about which system is better, I think you cannot

1536

draw those straightforwardly out of just a look at some

1537

historical tabulations like this.

1538

analytic challenge that we face difficult.

1539

Mr. Woodall.

So, what I am suggesting is that drawing

And that what makes this

And I am not so much trying to draw a

1540

conclusion about which is better.

1541

conclusion about where the efficiencies are created.

1542

would you say that when you have the government purchasing

1543

almost half the health care in this country, we can just tell

1544

folks we are going to pay less.

1545

create efficiency, I mean.

1546

efficiency is why you see these numbers change?

1547

modeling suggest it is just the legislative changes, because

1548

we are not going to pay you?

1549

government is experiencing that the private sector is not

I am trying to draw a
I mean

That does not actually

Does your modeling suggest that
Or does your

Are there successes that the
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experiencing on the efficiency side?

1551

clearly they are far successful if they are done by the

1552

government.

1553

Mr. Elmendorf.
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The price controls

So I think whether one views paying

1554

providers less as an efficiency measure or not, is a hard

1555

thing.

1556

experience of European countries that pay providers less for

1557

health care than we do.

1558

way to proceed.

1559

as you know.

1560

means different things to people in this context.

1561

I think there are health analysts who point to the

And they view that as an appropriate

And we are not here to make recommendations,

So, I am not sure, I think the word efficiency

Mr. Woodall.

Let me go briefly to a different topic.

1562

You talked about certain forms of government spending that

1563

are important to economic growth.

1564

certain forms of government spending?

1565

of spending?

1566

that are more valuable if done by the government, done by the

1567

federal government, than if done by a state or local

1568

government or if done by an individual?

1569

Did you actually mean
Or just certain forms

Would you actually point to areas of spending

Mr. Elmendorf.

That is interesting and a hard question,

1570

Congressman.

1571

simply that one should not view all forms of government

1572

spending as a drag on the future economy because there are

1573

some pieces that have returns.

1574

better or more effectively in different ways, I do not know.

The point I was trying to make before was

Whether they could be done
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1575

Some of these things are, to say national standards or

1576

consistency across the country.

1577

interstate highway system as an example of that.

1578

more individual to particular parts of the country and maybe

1579

could be done more effectively at that level.

1580

Chairman Ryan.

1581

Mr. Blumenauer.

One might think of the

Thank you.

Others are

Mr. Blumenauer.

Thank you, thank you Mr. Chairman.

1582

would just like to follow up where we are in terms of

1583

government efficiencies.

1584

cost per patient for veteran’s health versus national

1585

averages in the private sector?

1586

Mr. Elmendorf.

Have you done an analysis of the

We have done analyses of the veteran’s

1587

health care system, Congressman.

1588

raise.

1589

time provides a high quality care at low cost.

1590

That is a good example to

The Veteran’s Health Care System at this point and

Mr. Blumenauer.

At lower costs than the average.

If we

1591

took prescription Medicare drugs, where the Veterans

1592

Administration actually negotiates prices; do they provide

1593

prices less than what people are paying in the private

1594

market?

1595

I

Mr. Elmendorf.

They do, I want to caution Congressman,

1596

about the difficulties extrapolating from individual systems

1597

to the entire health care system.

1598
1599

Mr. Blumenauer.

I appreciate that but I just want to

say, with all due respect, that there are models that the
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1600

federal government is doing now that are providing higher

1601

quality at less cost.

1602

think that part of that is that we are lavishly subsidizing

1603

corn production to burn unnecessarily where the federal

1604

government and Congress, which has blinked and not fixed it,

1605

and in fact we had a chance in this committee to vote against

1606

that, contributes to food inflation.

1607

to something that you said, that I had a little concern with,

1608

you mentioned in the course of your testimony that having

1609

money for food stamps actually tends to get into the economy,

1610

has a higher multiplier effect because people take it and

1611

they spend it very quickly.

1612

my friend where you were saying Social Security’s not an

1613

economic driver.

1614

goes into the hands of our senior citizens is almost

1615

analogous to food stamps.

1616

are much more likely to spend that Social Security dollar

1617

than some of the lavish subsidies that we have now that we

1618

have tried to trim back.

1619

that does not have substantial economic impact?

1620
1621

But I want to go back

And then in terms of reaction to

It would seem to me that that money that

Mr. Elmendorf.

The senior citizens in my district

I mean, are you really saying that

So, thank you for the chance to clarify

this.

1622

Mr. Blumenauer.

1623

Mr. Elmendorf.

1624

In terms of food inflation, I would

Good, I am sure you want to.
The discussion we were having over here

I think was about a long-term economic growth path that we
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1625

show in Chapter Two of our report.

1626

over the medium term and longer term, what matters most for

1627

economic growth is the supply of the factors of production.

1628

How many workers there are.

1629
1630

Mr. Blumenauer.

And over the longer term,

Okay, you are talking about growth not

immediate.

1631

Mr. Elmendorf.

How much capital there is.

In the short

1632

term, particularly in an economy like ours now, with a lot of

1633

unemployed resources, then the principal determinant of the

1634

rate of economic growth is the demand for goods and services,

1635

and that is why I have said and others have said, that cuts

1636

and spending today and increases in taxes today, would tend

1637

to slow economic.

1638

Mr. Blumenauer.

Super, I appreciate the clarification.

1639

That is very helpful for me.

1640

conclude in one area that you referenced that other countries

1641

spend far less than the United States, actually almost every

1642

developed country spends dramatically less than the United

1643

States and if you are old fashioned, you look at things like

1644

life expectancy, child mortality, indicators that the rest of

1645

the world use to look at health care quality.

1646

that they provide on average better outcomes for far less

1647

cost.

I guess I would like to just

It appears

I wanted to ask a question with that factual basis.

1648

I do not think anybody disputes the numbers that we have

1649

been provided although some may dispute what they want to say
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1650

is the best care, but I am just trying to get at the sense of

1651

is there something intrinsically, about the United States

1652

that would prevent us from being able to take to scale

1653

reforms within the existing system.

1654

is low cost, high quality for Medicare; and if everybody

1655

practiced medicine the way they do in my community, or in

1656

Wisconsin, we would not have the crisis we are facing.

1657

there something intrinsic about the economic system that

1658

would prevent us from being able to nationalize better

1659

quality different practice patterns?

1660

I come from a state that

Is

I think there is a lot of potential in our system to do

1661

much better than we are doing Congressman.

1662

question at hand has been what is the best institutional

1663

framework to encourage those sorts of changes?

1664

to a foreign health care system, you are certainly correct

1665

they spend less money than we spend, and have in many cases

1666

better health outcomes.

1667

to be more careful about and what you said was, what would

1668

have to measure of health care quality, it is more

1669

complicated because they are a variety contributors to

1670

health, health care is part of that, so is lifestyle

1671

differences.

1672

sorts of conditions, in this system or other health care

1673

systems, it is less clear.

1674

I think the

As you point

The thing I was going to be, wanted

And in analyses of the treatment for specific

Chairman Ryan.

Ms. Black.
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Thank you Mr. Chairman and Dr. Elmendorf,

1676

thank you so much for being here today to give us this

1677

perspective of long-term budget outlook.

1678

on what Congressman Stutzman was talking about and he was

1679

going more on how debt is affecting individuals and families,

1680

and I would like to turn the attention a little bit in a

1681

different direction, on private investment.

1682

private investment, obviously as we invest in jobs and

1683

different, new technologies and things of that sort, we grow

1684

the economy and when economy grows there is a need for more

1685

jobs.

1686

the crowding out affect, explain that, and then go to what

1687

level does government debt crowding out private investment

1688

become problematic?

1689

Mr. Elmendorf.

I want to follow up

Because a

So, first I would like for you to talk a little about

So crowding out as you know

1690

Congresswoman, refers to the phenomenon that if there is more

1691

government debt being issued then a larger share of the

1692

private savings in the economy are devoted to holding that

1693

debt rather than going to investment and physical capital in

1694

plants and equipment that can make us more productive over

1695

time.

1696

the cost that economists can best quantify so the cost that

1697

we quantify in this report, they are other costs of rising

1698

debt that we are not as good at quantifying that we write

1699

words about in the report, the more debt you have the more

And that is one of the large costs of rising debt is
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1700

interest payments the government needs to make and that

1701

crowds out other kinds of spending, and requires higher

1702

taxes.

1703

to respond to emerging crises and the more debt you have the

1704

greater the risk of fiscal crisis itself.

1705

all of these reasons additional debt is a problem, for much

1706

of these effects there is no particular tipping point, every

1707

extra dollar of debt is a little bit worse, everything else

1708

equal.

1709

this risk of a fiscal crisis, one might get to some

1710

particular level of debt but as we wrote in an issue brief

1711

last year, we do not think we can identify a particular level

1712

because it is not just the level of debt that matters, it is

1713

the expected trajectory of the debt.

1714

investors in the governing process in a country to make

1715

changes in fiscal policy, it’s the underlying strength of the

1716

economy and so on.

1717

matter, that is why we have been I think appropriately

1718

unwilling to identify some particular tipping point, and even

1719

in the well known work of Carmen Reinhart and Ken Rogoff on

1720

this subject, they do not really find a tipping point so much

1721

as they pick countries in a lot of debt and so they do worse

1722

than countries with less debt.

1723

threshold is not clear, and I think in fact if you talk with

1724

them they would say that it depends on all the factors of the

The more debt you have the less flexibility you have

And so the, so for

The one for which there may be a tipping point is

It is the confidence of

So it is an awful lot of factors that

But whether there is some
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And just along those lines, I want to note

1727

that Figure 2-2 in your report does seem to indicate that

1728

government barring will have a negative effect on the economy

1729

in as little as just a few years and you do have that in your

1730

report, so I appreciate that and I think that we, given the

1731

fact that there is no tipping point as you say and there is

1732

no time limit where we can say ah definitely this is going to

1733

happen and what I appreciated so much is, we have had

1734

previous panel member who have indicated as sort of like a

1735

pond that you are skating on where you skate around the edges

1736

that are shallow and the ice is very thick and you feel very

1737

safe, but none us know when that ice starts to get thin, the

1738

water starts getting deeper, and when we are going to fall

1739

through, and we just have to look to some of those countries

1740

that have already been in that situation where that debt can

1741

tip us at a point that would be unknown and could in many

1742

cases be very quick without us being able to respond.

1743

then I assume with the short period of time that I have left

1744

you would agree that the sooner that we address this debt

1745

issue the more safe we are going to be and the less likely we

1746

are going to be to look like those countries in Europe.

1747

Chairman Ryan.

So,

Congresswoman, I certainly think that

1748

the sooner that policy changes are agreed upon the safer the

1749

country will be in terms of the fiscal picture.

The question
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1750

of how quickly to implement the policy changes you agree upon

1751

involves tradeoffs that I cannot judge for you.

1752

that you act in terms of implementing changes, the less debt

1753

is accumulated and the more credibility is attached to the

1754

future cutbacks that have been discussed.

1755

the sooner that government spending is cut or taxes are

1756

raised, the less time that individuals and businesses, state

1757

and local governments have to adjust to the changes, so the

1758

harder that transition will be for them and also changes

1759

implemented in the next few years will be hitting an economy

1760

that is all ready quite weak and we think weakening it

1761

further.

1762

these changes, I think in some ways that reinforces the risk

1763

of going up high levels of debt because one gets into a

1764

position where one is confronted with less and less palatable

1765

choices and I think that part of what you see in this

1766

tradeoff.

1767
1768

The sooner

On the other hand

So, there is a tradeoff in the sea of implementing

Mrs. Black.

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I yield back my

time.

1769

Chairman Ryan.

1770

Mr. Pascrell.

Mr. Pascrell.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Good morning.

1771

In the health care reform, Mr. Elmendorf, let’s get back to

1772

that issue since it keeps on coming up, does it not.

1773

passed what I consider to be significant savings, you know

1774

one-third of that legislation was devoted to Medicare and

We
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1775

Medicaid; many of those savings were not scored for

1776

understandable reasons.

1777

large part, which is a part of our deficit, we created

1778

innovative payments and delivery models.

I am not telling

1779

you anything you have not heard before.

That was the whole

1780

purpose, when people say we did not bring any changes, the

1781

Democrats, God bless you, who supported that legislation did

1782

not bring anything new to the table about entitlements, they

1783

obviously did not read the bill.

1784

stop these models and move everyone into the private market,

1785

oh that is a brilliant idea, pre-1964, very effective.

1786

look, the private market cost rose in 2010, it is interesting

1787

now you only went to 29 Mr. Chairman, my good friend.

1788

shows a very different situation.

1789

percent, the cost of health care compared to Medicare cost

1790

rose by 3.3 percent.

1791

indices of 2010.

1792

care bill even went into effect, or four-fifths.

1793

point about what costs more and how we can save money, let’s

1794

take a look at the facts.

1795

That is not the issue here.

In a

But the majority’s plan to

If we

2010

In 2010 cost rose 7.75

That is in the standard and poor’s

That is before three-quarters of the health
So the

And we will improve the legislation, but to do away with

1796

the legislation I think would be very hurtful to the economy

1797

in particularly those who are not covered.

1798

those who are losing their job, and we obviously Mr.

1799

Elmendorf did not get the forecast correctly about the

And particularly
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1800

economy in 2008, or 2006, or 2004, because in 2001 and 2003,

1801

when we made those dramatic cuts, tax cuts, and I am not

1802

singling out any group, but when those cuts were made, what

1803

were the plans, what was the forecast of why we were doing

1804

this, and what the results would be?

1805

results?

1806

Ms. Black talks about?

1807

in fact if you look back over the last four decades, four

1808

decades, the only president that has substantial increase in

1809

job investment and when the economy stood strong was Bill

1810

Clinton.

1811

business investment under Jimmy Carter.

1812

Ronald Reagan, under Bush I and Bush II, President Bush,

1813

President Bush II we got an increase about 3.5 percent, 3.6

1814

percent.

1815

And under Bill Clinton 10.2 percent in those eight years he

1816

was the president of the United States, business investment.

1817

So tax cuts are not the panacea that we all are pretending it

1818

is.

1819

And then what were the

Did we have the [inaudible] investment that my good
Did we have an increase in jobs?

Carter did not do it, 3 percent increase and
3.4 percent under

They actually did a better job than Ronald Reagan.

Is it Mr. Elmendorf?
Mr. Elmendorf.

Well, Congressman I think the variety of

1820

influences on the economy, the policies of presidents and

1821

congresses are obviously important.

1822

are important as well.

1823

conclusion from the period averages that you suggest.

1824

No,

Mr. Pascrell.

A lot of other things

I would be loathe to draw any strong

They are pretty accurate.
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I am not disputing the numbers I am just

1826

stating that to map those directly to the policies of those

1827

presidents, I think involves leaving out all the other

1828

factors that matter.

1829

Mr. Pascrell.

There are other factors are there not Mr.

1830

Elmendorf.

1831

president raised his hand in January, 2009; he had no idea,

1832

we had no idea, of how bad this economy was.

1833

to that?

So, the when Obama raised his hand, when the

1834

Mr. Elmendorf.

1835

Mr. Pascrell.

1836

Chairman Ryan.

1837
1838

Would you agree

Yes I do Congressman.
Thank you, for the record, Mr. Chairman.
All right, thank you Mr. Pascrell.

Mr.

Garrett.
Mr. Garrett.

And I thank the Chairman.

So taking a

1839

page out of Mr. Pascrell’s comments I guess, but not with the

1840

same tone and forcefulness.

1841

projections, that you make over time.

1842

Mr. Elmendorf.

1843

Mr. Garrett.

So it is hard to make these

It certainly is Congressman.

There you go.

So, when you make these

1844

assumptions, or when you take in the assumptions to make

1845

these projections, what do you do, quickly, with regard to

1846

your assumptions with regard to the overall capital market

1847

structure in this country, euphemistically Wall Street and

1848

investments, and what have you?

1849

Mr. Elmendorf.

How does that play into it?

So private saving matters, that is the
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1850

is the source of funds for investments, to the extent that is

1851

not crowded out by additional debt, and we assume that

1852

private saving continues over time and away, that keeps

1853

interests rates about stable, under a benchmark and then we

1854

do other things for the particular policy scenario.

1855

Mr. Garrett.

So within that for example, do you take in

1856

assessments so you study to look at to see where the capital

1857

markets, where the proverbial trillion dollars on the

1858

sidelines, or whether that is being invested or not, that

1859

sort of things that you look at?

1860

Mr. Elmendorf.

For this sort of longer term analysis we

1861

are looking more at 40 year or 30 year or 20 year averages,

1862

when we look to our projections.

1863

projections, the ones we are updating for August, we are most

1864

definitely looking at the current state of capital markets.

1865

Mr. Garrett.

For our near term economic

So you hear Chairman Bernanke say, a week

1866

or two ago, some statement where he said, he was asked by

1867

Jaime Diamond, did they, the FED, look into and consider what

1868

the cost of all Dodd Frank at all is on the market place and

1869

he said, no, it is just too complicated for us to do.

1870

heard that?

1871

Mr. Elmendorf.

1872

Mr. Garrett.

1873

Mr. Elmendorf.

1874

You

I have heard that.

But have you?

Is it too complicated?

We have also not tried to quantify the

effects of that legislation on the system of the economy.
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Mr. Garret.

Is that something that you are able to do?

and B. Is that something you should be doing?
Mr. Elmendorf.

1878

do it Congressman.

1879

question.

1880

79

Mr. Garrett.

I do not think we have the capacity to
Ideally, yes I think it is an interesting

Well I mean, more than interesting, but

1881

does not that sort of drive part of the cost as far as the

1882

economy going, as going forward?

1883
1884
1885

Mr. Elmendorf.

I think it is certainly a factor in

economic growth.
Mr. Garrett.

So then he said at a press conference I

1886

think it was last week, he said he is seeing some sort of

1887

soft spots in the economy, right.

1888

quite understand, he is sort of clueless if you will as to

1889

why that soft spot.

1890

like you did too, going forward, doing all those things with

1891

QE-1 and QE-2.

1892

on GDP and growth and unemployment but we are not there.

1893

saw that comment?

And he said he does not

In other words, he had his projections

He thought we were going to at certain places

1894

Mr. Elmendorf.

1895

Mr. Garrett.

You

Yes.

Yeah, so could that be part of the problem

1896

though?

1897

of information as far as what the cost of regulation and

1898

implementation of it is to the economy, that that could be

1899

explaining on some of our charts of where the problems are?

That if both you and he are failing to have that bit
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1901

mean they are an awful lot of things that we do not have in

1902

our models and our models do not model very well.

1903

Mr. Garrett.

Capital markets I would think it would be

1904

a pretty big factor in as far as, I mean that is one of their

1905

two responsibilities in job growth.

1906

point.

1907

Just quickly another

That is true is not it?

Mr. Elmendorf.

1908

Congressman, yes.

1909

Mr. Garrett.

So capital market are important then

So I came in and I heard you say a couple

1910

of times, I may paraphrase.

1911

and tax increase now would slow economic growth or words to

1912

that effect.

1913

Mr. Elmendorf.

1914

Mr. Garrett.

1915

sharp cuts in spending?

1916

You said sharp cuts right now

Yes that is right Congressman.

Can you quickly define for me what are

Mr. Elmendorf.

So I was trying to convey with the sharp

1917

was some sense of the magnitude of the cut or increase

1918

relative to the size of the economy.

1919

even in its weakened state, has GDP of $15 trillion, policies

1920

that move that have to be significant.

1921

Mr. Garrett.

1922

Mr. Elmendorf.

1923
1924

So we have an economy

Can you define that for me?
No because there is no cut-off per say.

It is a question of degree.
Mr. Garrett.

If we cut a $100 billion out of OTEL
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[spelled phonetically] budget is that a sharp cut?
Mr. Elmendorf.

That is enough of a cut that it would

1927

affect our projections for GDP growth over the next few

1928

years, yes Congressman.

1929

Mr. Garrett.

1930

Mr. Elmendorf.

A $100 billion would, to what extent?
Well it depends on exactly what you

1931

change right, so the analysis that we have done of the

1932

Recovery Act and of Alternative Policies for Increasing

1933

Output in Employment show a range of different effects

1934

depending on the specifics of the policy.

1935

the analysis you want us to be doing.

1936

dollars, it is a matter of what is in the policy.

1937

Mr. Garrett.

1938

trillion account?

Which I think is

Not just a matter of

What percentage is that, 100 of that $15

1939

Mr. Elmendorf.

1940

Mr. Garrett.

1941

Mr. Elmendorf.

So the account is $15 trillion.

You are good with numbers.
One percent of that is $150 billion, so

1942

$100 billion is two-thirds of a percent to the economy.

1943

some forms of changes in government policy, the effect on the

1944

economy could be less or more than that, but two-thirds of a

1945

percent is not trivial, the downward revisions in Federal

1946

Reserve’s forecast that got some coverage yesterday for this

1947

year’s economic growth are less than that.

1948
1949

Chairman Ryan.

For

So two-thirds, so about a .66 percent

cut in spending in your model slow down the economy right
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now?
Mr. Elmendorf.

Yes, I think all the models try to

1952

capture, even the small effects, which I was trying to convey

1953

with the term sharply.

1954
1955
1956

Chairman Ryan.

I find that interesting.

Ms. Wasserman

Schultz.
Ms. Wasserman Schultz.

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I want

1957

to just follow up on that same line of questioning that Mr.

1958

Garrett had.

1959

could affect the growth of the economy demonstrates that what

1960

even seems like a small percentage cut would have a

1961

significant impact.

1962

Chairman Bernanke who said in an article in Politico today,

1963

that “I do not think that sharp immediate cuts in the deficit

1964

would create more jobs.

1965

and sharp fiscal consolidation in the near term.”

1966

more than one of our economic experts it seems pointing to

1967

the danger of cutting too much too fast.

1968

you concerned that the proposed, what I term reckless, but

1969

the proposed Republican budget cuts at the pace that they

1970

have proposed them, and the amount and size that they have

1971

proposed them would negatively impact our ability to recover?

1972

So if we are assuming that a $100 billion cut

That seems backed up Mr. Elmendorf by

Mr. Elmendorf.

It would be best not to have sudden
So we have

So generally are

So Congressman, I agree with Chairman

1973

Bernanke’s statement.

1974

of the Republican budget resolution.

We have not done an economic analysis
As I have said earlier
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1975

on other occasions, near term cuts in spending or increases

1976

in taxes, under the current economic conditions would slow

1977

the economy.

1978

future spending cuts or tax increases would boost confidence,

1979

lower interest rates, and thus strengthen the economy today.

1980

So I think the effects of an overall fiscal package on

1981

today’s economy depends on the balance of, and the timing of

1982

the changes and policies.

1983

Credible reductions in future deficits from

Ms. Wasserman Schultz.

So does it make more sense in

1984

terms of making sure that we pace ourselves on trying to

1985

strike that right balance to use a chisel when it comes to

1986

cuts, to make sure that we have the right combination of

1987

investments and cuts, so we do not upend the apple cart?

1988

Mr. Elmendorf.

From our analysis there are tradeoffs in

1989

the speed of the fiscal consolidation, it is a term of ours.

1990

The faster one moves, the less debt is accumulated, the

1991

better that is in the long run, and the more credible future

1992

promise cuts would be, which is good for the short run.

1993

the other hand, the faster that policy moves, the less time

1994

people, business, other levels of government, have to adjust

1995

and the bigger the hit on the economy, in the short term.

1996

there is a tradeoff there that all we can do is to try to

1997

elucidate that tradeoff, but it is up to you and your

1998

colleagues to judge how to proceed.

1999

Ms. Wasserman Schultz.

Right, thank you.

On

I want to

So
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2000

shift to Medicare in just the last couple of minutes that I

2001

have.

2002

plan in 2022 says that basically it is equal to what a 65-

2003

year-old would cost in traditional Medicare.

2004

does that mean that at least in the first year of the

2005

program, that the voucher does not really save the government

2006

any money?

2007

65-year-olds to be covered under the plan?

2008

understanding that correctly?

2009

CBO’s analysis of the voucher payment in Mr. Ryan’s

My question is,

And doubles the out-of-pocket costs for the first

Mr. Elmendorf.

Am I

Congresswoman, we did not actually study

2010

the proposal in the first decade.

2011

budget resolutions, we analyze the longer term implications

2012

as we have with other plans of the Chairman’s.

2013

need to distinguish between federal costs and total costs.

2014

So by our analysis it is more expensive to treat a 65-year-

2015

old through private insurance, than it is to treat that

2016

person through Medicare today for a typical 65-year-old.

2017

the plan also, over time reduces the federal government’s

2018

payments.

2019

payments relative to the existing Medicare system, and but we

2020

also show as you know beneficiaries paying more.

2021

We do not usually study

And also we

But

So we show over time, the plan reducing federal

Ms. Wasserman Schultz.

Paying more; and just my final

2022

30 seconds.

2023

reality of the proposal is that some people would not

2024

actually purchase insurance because of the extra cost that

Your analysis also on page 13 indicates that the
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2025

they would face, so does that mean that we could actually see

2026

an increase in the rate of elderly who are either uninsured

2027

or underinsured?

2028

amount of their income on health care to make up for the

2029

difference in what the coverage used to be?

And would have to spend a substantial

2030

Mr. Elmendorf.

2031

in people running short.

2032

and I think that is a very important question, and one of a

2033

number of significant caveats to that analysis.

2034

another context as you know, we have studied participation

2035

decisions given a set of rules the government would put in

2036

place, we just have not been able to do that for this

2037

proposal.

2038

over the age of 65.

2039
2040

Congresswoman, you might see an increase
We were not able to analyze that

We, in

It raises the risk of people, more older Americans

Ms. Wasserman Schultz.

And it changes the safety net

that exists now under Medicare for seniors.

2041

Mr. Elmendorf.

It is a very different world

than the

2042

world that exists under the traditional program today.

2043

Congresswoman.

2044
2045
2046
2047

Ms. Wasserman Schultz.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Yes

I yield

back.
Chairman Ryan.

Right on time.

Last speaker, Mr.

Ribble.

2048

Mr. Ribble.

2049

Mr. Elmendorf.

Doctor, it is good to see you again.
Good to see you Congressman.
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Going back to my colleague’s question on

2051

would we lose more people in health care because they would

2052

not have the money to buy the difference.

2053

actually directed funds more toward lower and middle income,

2054

as opposed to wealthy millionaires and billionaires, would

2055

not we in fact maybe improve the circumstance with those

2056

being insured?

2057

Mr. Elmendorf.

If our plan

If we were able to analyze the

2058

participation decision, you are absolutely right Congressman.

2059

We need to take into account the levels of subsidies for

2060

different groups of Americans and how that fits with their

2061

own resources, that is part of what that analysis would be.

2062

Mr. Ribble.

And helping poor Americans and middle class

2063

Americans is a good idea.

2064

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well it is not my place to make a value

2065

judgment, but certainly the additional subsidies for lower

2066

income people would increase their participation relative to

2067

a world without no subsidies.

2068

Mr. Ribble.

I would like to come, circle back to this

2069

mystical, magical, $100 billion in cuts and the impact on the

2070

economy

2071

Mr. Elmendorf.

2072

Mr. Ribble.

Yes.

Assuming that the federal government’s not

2073

actually borrowing that money, where else does the federal

2074

government get that money from?
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Well, so it comes from either borrowing

or tax revenue Congressman.
Mr. Ribble.

Sure, let’s assume it is coming from tax

2078

revenue, either from a higher taxes or we are just taxing it.

2079

So how does taking money from one sector of the U.S. economy,

2080

i.e. the consumer, and giving it to another sector of the

2081

economy, i.e. the government, change the number of dollars

2082

circulating in the economy?

2083

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well, I think the policy scenario that

2084

we were talking about was a cut in spending that was not

2085

matched by an equal cut in taxes.

2086

that will lead to a reduction and borrowing and that has

2087

various advantages as I have said, but it is also true by our

2088

analysis and I think the analysis of many economists with

2089

that reduction in spending is some American who is not

2090

getting a benefit payment or it is some American business

2091

that is not getting a contract and that reduction in the

2092

government’s money pushed into the economic system reduces

2093

the spending of the households or businesses that would

2094

otherwise get it and with that reduction demand slows the

2095

economy relative to what would otherwise happen.

2096

Mr. Ribble.

So it is a cut in spending

Unless of course we took the money from

2097

some consumer who might spend it on their own, based on their

2098

own free choice.

2099

contractor like my company instead.

Maybe they buy it from a cool roofing
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Well so again Congressman, it depends on

2101

the policy scenario when its envisioning, but I think the

2102

question, if I understood the question, it was a reduction in

2103

spending not matched by reduction in taxes; and that means

2104

partly, it depends what the nature of the spending cut is,

2105

but it means that somebody is not getting a check that they

2106

would otherwise be getting either as a benefit payment or in

2107

payment for a service provided to the government.

2108

Mr. Ribble.

2109

otherwise would have.

2110

And I might not also be getting a tax that

Mr. Elmendorf.

Well I think that the expectation of

2111

future taxes, again in this scenario taxes are not being

2112

exchanged right away, but people’s expectations of future

2113

taxes would probably be different and that matters as well.

2114

And that is why I emphasize that credible reductions in

2115

future deficits through lower spending or high taxes would

2116

have confidence building effects on people.

2117

modeling incorporated the effects of tax rates on people’s

2118

behavior.

2119

Mr. Ribble.

And why our

Because in your report you saw that long

2120

term budget, I am on page four, CBO’s projection in the most

2121

of the 2011 long term budget outlook, understates the

2122

severity the long term budget problem because they do not

2123

incorporate the negative effects that additional federal debt

2124

would have on the economy nor do they include the impact of
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2125

higher tax rates on people’s incentives to work and save.

2126

Which I think is significant.

2127

page, you say growing debt would also increase the

2128

probability of a sudden fiscal crisis.

2129

could talk to me because it is simple to look at what sudden

2130

is and what crisis is but what does sudden and crisis mean to

2131

you.

2132

And then going on to the next

And I wonder if you

How fast is sudden, and how big is the crises?
Mr. Elmendorf.

So first let me emphasize that in most

2133

of the projections in the report, hold the economic

2134

conditions fixed for a comparison across policies.

2135

Chapter Two do an extended analysis of the effects of these

2136

policies on the economy.

2137

countries, have come on in a matter of months, or weeks, or

2138

days; and they have generally had very disruptive effects on

2139

those economies because governments are suddenly forced to

2140

make the sorts of decisions that they had put off for the

2141

years leading up to the crisis.

2142

adjustments particularly at a moment when the economy is all

2143

ready under siege if you will are particularly difficult and

2144

particularly painful and particularly detrimental to economic

2145

conditions.

2146

Mr. Ribble.

We do in

Sudden fiscal crises in other

And those threats of sudden

And I will make just one final comment then

2147

I will yield. You say also during which investors’ would lose

2148

confidence on the government’s ability to manage and its

2149

budget and the government would thereby lose its ability to
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2150

vouch at affordable rates. I would dare say, based on the

2151

conversations I’ve had with American citizens in my district,

2152

that many investors and many Americans have a relative lack

2153

of confidence in this government to make the right choices.

2154

Mr. Elmendorf.

That may be true Congressman but if one

2155

looks to financial markets, the investors who are actually

2156

putting their money on the table are not charging out

2157

government high rates today, they are actually charging our

2158

government low rates at this point and that illustrates the

2159

risk of fiscal crisis which is things are fine until they are

2160

not anymore. And as we talk to people in financial markets,

2161

including in our panel of economic advisor’s meeting a few

2162

weeks ago, the financial market participant were themselves a

2163

little surprised that financial markets were not more

2164

concerned that investors were not more worried. Their view

2165

was that most investors do in fact think that policy actions

2166

will be taken to put the government’s budget on a sustainable

2167

path. And they at this point, those investors have confidence

2168

in that.

2169
2170
2171

Mr. Ribble.

And I hope we warrant that confidence and

I’ll yield back Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Ryan. Thank you. Thank you for indulging us.

2172

know you were hoping to get out of here by noon and, pretty

2173

close to that so thank you. Hearing is adjourned.

2174

I

[Whereupon, at 12:04 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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